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ABSTRACT
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FOREWORD

Museums provide their visitors with memorable three - dimensional, visions

d interactive experiences within an interpretive frameworL Learning in a

museum is basically a visual and kinesthetic. experience which is qualitatively

distinct from the kind of learning which results from a classroom lecture or

printed text. Indeed, recent experiments in psychology have found that thi

distinction has a somatic basis, that is, that the hemispheres of the brain

have distinctive behavioral attributes (i.e., visual learning is right-

brained; linguistically-based information transfer left-brained). In order

' to understand and utilize the full educational potential of the museum, we

must include meaningful evaluation procedures in our operating progr_ s and

engage in innovative research into the mechanisms of museum learning.

All too often, evaluation degenerates into measuring what easy and

accessible rather than what a program is actually attempting to do. The

primarily visual learning which takes niece in the museum cannot be evaluated

properly by simply copying and adapting techniques designed fore-the left=

brained, linguistically-based information transfer found in the classroom and

lecture hall. Appropria-_ evaluation of the Museum experience in its own

terms is difficult. Furthe more, the translation and interpretation of the

results of such studies into usable data for the museum professional is more

difficult still. Yet what other way is there to determine that the allocation

of our limited resources is hein done with maximal intelligence and integrity?

Today n -}=et-sized r,lec.troric calculator are available for $10 because

people have devoted lifetimes to developing an understanding of the fundamental



principles Of solid-state physics and the technology necessary for the eco-

nomical manufacture of integrated circuits. Effective museum education is

equally dependent on the application of careful research into museum learning

processes and mechanisms. The status of current research tools for inyesti-

gating the cognitive and expressive aspects of museum Learning and the inter-

pretation of their results is still iits empirical and then cal- infancy.

if we are committed to the idea that museums are npt purely pasive reposi-

tories of the culture of the past but that museums are significant actors in

the societal learning process, making important._ and singular statement_

necessary fir a more complex understanding and intelligent decision-making,

dare we continue to plal, blind man' buff?

OEL N. BLOOM
Vice President and Director
Franklin Institute
Science Museum & Planetarium
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SUMMARY AND ON

INTRODUCTION

As'new developments in science and technology reshape our world at

an accelerating pace, it becomes increasingly difficult to keep the public

'in ormed about scientific and technological developments which affect daily

life. Indeed, science and technology appear to most to rest in the hands

of Apeciali ts who are not accountable to the layman.

The science museum shares with other educational institutions and media

the responsibility for demystifying science and technology and for making new

information, concepts,appliCations and implications accessible to the public.

The museum uniquely suited t© complement most other foi

ucation from classroom instruction to educational televisio

objects have an immediacy that allows an intuitive grasp of

of science eds-

Ite "real"

ific concepts.

The multi °sensory stimulation of the exhibit merges learning with pleasure.

A museum visitor is free to linger and backtrack, to explore items of particular

interest, to pose problems and search for solutions. Interaction with the

exhibits allows the visitor to learn science through exploration and discovery,

a procedure which is better suited to scientific subject matter than the often

authoritarian, print-oriented classroom experience, the pre - packaged message

as's media.

The museum visitor can be seen as part of a special communications system

Lch he recipient of messages from the staff through the medium of

exhibit:. In order to know whether or not the mess e has been received and

the museum must complete the communication prorp=,- by providing

feedback Ll-iann _ls tear -isitor tesponse. The museum seeks to impart



Acientificland technological- information, to stimulate an interest in science,

and tp develop positive attitudes toward science and technology. It is cer-
4

tainly appropriate that objective evaluation techniguesbe used to mOasurb

the effectiveness of the science museum in achieving these goals.

The current pervasive, concern with feedback and evaluationof social" and

particularly educational programs represents an awareness that institutions

can more successfully attain their objectives through specific assays of public

_response rather than through mere trial and 'error with e all numbers of par-

icipantp as the sole indfcator of success.

Conceivably, a museum might be content with mounting exhibits which demonstrate

the exhibitors' grasp of their subject matter or which "impress" the audience

with the wonders of science and technology. However, if the museum is honestly

attempting to serve the public by bridging the gap between science and the

individual, it must do more than "imp-ress"; it must "involve". It must attempt

to convey an understanding of the facts and processes of science and technology

as they shape the environment of our day-to-day lives and it must arouse a

concern for developing informed opinions about questions

technological applications and their consequences.

scientific and

In order to know whether or not it is'succeeding in these tasks, the museum

must "listen to" public response. This is not to suggest that the museum

be dependent on the public for its objectives, that seek the li..est common

denominator of interest and awareness. Clearly, it is the

museum to choose and formulate its

possibility of the

-t it must look- to the publ1r for

information as to whether or not this mes acgo is being received.



II'. A PILOT STUDY OF MUSEUM EFFECTIVENESS

A one-year piJpt study of museum'eftectivenes's'has been conducted at

The Franklin Institute Science Museum and PlArletarium, by'the Association

Science-Tecnologytenters,'(ASTC) under a gant fro _the-National Science

Foundation. The study maA intended to develop models for testing visitor

response, pr -useable info

bility

icon to the museum staff and test the fens-

a large- scale investigation of science museui

of these efforts

edback for

The ultimate goal

the incorporation into museum practice of regular channelt

_sitor respqnse so that the musepm becomes a flexible, self-
,

evaluatIng, self =correcting- institution in touch with the needs and desires'

of its public.

The study began with the administration of a goal-rating scale to define

eciveness" in terms of the goals of The Franklin Institute Muse:. m staff

and visitors and of other ASTC member institutions The resulting list

goals served as a guide to the formulation of objectives for testing visitor

response. Units of measurement and measuring techniques were developed to
A y

provide baseline data -- an indication of the museum's "effectiveness" at the

Lime -- initial study

Five questionnaires were administered' to samples of, from 100 to 200 visitors.

The questionnaires dealt with: motivation the visit, visitor's interests,

exhibit attendance - exhibit preferences and orientation. In addition, a detailed

mail-back questionnaire was giVen to a sample of teachers of visiting school groups

-

Attitudinal chan 0 and information transfer were measured by Means of a

multiple onoie st Ap lix 11)) The affectiv section of the test Prbvidqs

indices of: int rest in sole understanding of the impact of science and



technology on daid4
, 1,;,

Life, attitudes towards science and technology, and at-

.

, . a. .

ude toward the museum. The cognitive section was designed to measure

jea-ning of srience, information through -a test of vocabulary, eA-
,

vperiehte concept -formation.

a

-the method of 04,s,t presentation Was novol and4Nito sucanfril. ViSitorS

took the, "museum lulz" in a portable "teStitTg machine"; a booth resembling a

study carrell egipped rear-projection qi-reenfand push-button respons(!_.

meuhanism. (Sec Figures 2 and 3 pp. 29-30 ). Test questions appeared on color

slides of actua:exhibits. Visitors elortod answer buttons whi6h entered

their choices on punch cards_ This apparatus was designed and used in place

a Framer and pencil Lost to provide a visual stimulus and to make the test ,

more like 'a game than a-school-rod* experience

Raseline data war; obtained inn order to have a basis ,of comparison for

measuring the impae of possible changes and improvements. Learn; ng and at=

titude measures are based on a comparison pf --d post-visit test

scores. A random sample of approxmltely ir,avisiLors received the pre-test

and anoter sample of approximately 250 visitors was post-tested, making a

total baseline sample of tub visitors.

[II .' SUMMARY PP BASEL I NE DATA

A. The Visitors

The Franklin Institute audionc i 7onsist PFLITIci! 'y it pin -0

September- through Jun school 1goups prodominati, on weekday and Limilies

on weekends,

but

Th 'cii V 1±-YI tOr _!;1_M-1_ I ar t tinn

vi I



When a scalTool class sits, the museum is usuaTly the focal point of the day.

Teachers tend to become regular musetim visitors, incorporating a clas trip

to the museum into their school year. Tie see the museum as an ad-

iunct odueational thstiiution and 0stress the stimulation value of a museum

'vi ,it th in; -ri; ii3 ili.il ;t iris1 roceptiVity to diiither .showns

by their aftor muselimvlbiT.. (See Appendix

Fis tearing :from bite Exhibits

The mesulth of the co-gna.tiv.,-tbsr,t uirssw a clear inorobb=lb in stor,/l-, from pre= be

tast. Pits- rh r-L itdirt lees he museun -bowiaq over alf-
*

of the trosfed infammiLtion sri Li ri I r the exhibits. Flince the siudv dealt with

casual visitors" who!ie primhry goal was entertaiumOut and who spent only 2 or

0
hours in the mumim, it is impressive that thin muoh information transfer

(1clnet--; C3 C,71.11:.

The highest increabruid ii t iis.uslrits hcore err found in the youngest

jr 11s Pert IL, whils iisis j .h a positive mmixiabiorl between education and

scora nn the pre-test., thL; is not Ltue of thb stir-r-tosL whero children

/ -a obt...m.h highcr shsr.; than college students and those in graduate

ttelleK)t 4:111 I I iii 11-e ;11---).-4t-hl_Hci 41 414)():_i ntleal tnn)f:

,ntbal I t ,noarettt its nuo it t-t I tn Tind ; i nt-ong I y }se,;

t4 ttictt -il.[ L. ht thici cnnHce IA t n:11.1 rt t 11111 t.-; 5 nt11111

nnn H uP 'An; t! ,nn:e LeeH (tett 1.,11 Fur( his tn:, 1111.n; tj III 1-4,ni:n1-,nit-ttoll h 1 rt-cl(n

,n slit t nit dalst ;rpssIt this len t.thrlftn.

i t i ntn I nt, 1'n:a ad Hine I e.a t ;It

tn.HHpleM-I I 111!, nt nP1 net t I 5-11,t I In I



With regard to levels of learning, the gleatoRt increaiiirs are seen on

vocabulary and concept learning snh-scales. There ia a smaller increase on

the experience sub-scale, which is based on learning through direct partici

pation. This difference may be due in part to tin nature of the testing

procedure, which, although making ifae of visual stimuli and push-button rosponse,

)

did present writalen gilostions and answer c_paioaces as oPoosed to asking for a

behavioral o_frmononstration, A-performance task might haVeyielded hotter

results in testing mdterial learned hy di root experience.

cs Afthtude. Towards The Museum

ResUlts of the first tailing ..,;(11. chi: aeLlt._!at from 11r0 to Pot-3t-

Viit test in positive feeling .it out the museum. This shift: is disturbing for

arr institution dedicatod to providing a ploasurable learning experience to ito

visitors. it is probably duo prtmArtly to the tomporary confusion and disorder

associated with Rioentennial-colated construction in idle musoum

tho decrease right have boen interprotod as an artifact of tho change

from anticipation of Lo newt :ion III, the actgCI visifL, with fatigue operating

to .iirti*-1or dampen po',;L=viHit liowovor, the romAit of a second round

or viit.,yr 1-0 measure the effoctivers or to oxptyriment in orientfafion

(dfsoaRsed ill dotal! in iisecto,L\dindloate ;tic it i a ht_.ghly pcy,titive retmom-! I' Ii

LI III.1 it iliII

D. Attitude T(-)v a. '::;(!t_ne, and Tochhologv

The musetiM1s Via t Ii mi-It Ii 1 II II 11 i I OIII; I I I .1
ii r-vIII ..1 I alior-a111,o t I I III II

oward Ill ce ac 10 j 1 HI I I HIll sov.ieviir, i i

siilhos; II I a I. 1,ILL I I L.' ; LI 1 I ltir iJ1I1V ;I;ilt I 1 -1 .111 '=

I I. t Hu I I, 'FIJI I I I t I I D I H I th I he C-) I I I III Iil



visitors (i.e. 6O of visitors) and probably reflects the effects of the

Bicentennial-related construction noted above which took place during the

testing period. Visitors who had come to the museum previously had higher

expectations and were no doube disappointed.

If the n6gative shift were indicative only of a*change in attitudes toTdarci.

science and technology, we would expect greater variation from question to

question. Instead, there is a strikingly uniform decrease from pre- to post-

test. This suggest that the general gestalt of the building is influencing

visitors reaction to the communication of exhibit content.

IV. AN EXPERIMENT IN VISITOR ORIENTATION

The second phase of the pilot study involved the application of our

measuring instruments and testing procedures to the evaluation of selected

change:1:T; in museum oPcrations.

The problem of visitor orientation was picked as a focus for experimentation.

Changes in orientation procedures were made and visitoix were retqstud to see

if these changes )roduced improved scores on our cognitive-affective test.

In effect, this experiment served to determine both the utility Of the cognitive-

affective test and testing machile and the value of changes which were designed

to alleviat problems reveled by preliminary orientation studies.

The orientation of visitors to the structure and contents of the museum

in an important aspect of the visit and one which is often low on _he list of

priorities of the museum staff. .An analysis of visitor orientation at The

Franklin EnstiLuLe revealed Li ma ti:; was a major problem area, making the



enter

Our experiment tin visi r_ orientation was based on the hypothes _

4N tors need a place at which 2y ran pause 'and become oriented

useum and where they are encouraged to make conscious choices about

what they want to see and how much time they want to speJ.

f.--_- the r -,-, ses (---)f experiment informatic- desk was set up near

the malt- museum r- ntrorictr and _e pilot orientation brochures were prepared

Appendix C) :

"H nlights,To- -" - a sequence exhibits fok first visitors,

ch and a question game for, parents and young children.

The "Museum Adventure Trail" - a quiz sheet with challenging

questions, for older children, teenagel-.;,,and interested adults.

The cognitive-affective test was readmi ni tered to a sam ple

and s'cores of individuals who had used cone -f the orientation handouts were

compared to visitors who had not used a h,

500 visitors

The "Highlights Tour" produced

no significant improvement in general quiz score or in attitude_ ".Search and

Di ncreased both attitude and quiz scores for parents who used the qu

,with their children. In addition, written comments on the experience were

hig favorable "Muse-- I_ =e Trail," produced increased attitude and quiz

scores for all age groups and a very large im-T5 ovement in attitudg toward the

This experimen in orientation indicates that:

1) A Fail in post-visit attitude tuwor1 the museum is riot a necessary

concomitant of the e co f a visit

enjoy a self-administered. q

museUm-basnd

The Allot- I

is 1_1(Aful in ovalua

-(71 i t7:;L
ohang mu- enm

a device timulates

7 cInd Frr-ti edure wilich



V. EXHIBITRY

Once we have determined what the visitors see, how they get there,

what they learn, and what they like, we would then like to know why some

exhibits are more "effective" than others -- what are the elemen_,, of which,

a good exhibit is composed.

Although this study was not designed to address this issue with rigor,

is possible to make some inferences with respect to the effect of several

exhibit variables on the attracting power, instructional power and popularity

of existing museum 6xh'b using our exhibit attendance and rating question-

naires and'cognitive test scores as indices of effectiveness. The variables

which have been examined arc:: visual complexity, background color and visitor

participation.

1) Complexity

A comparisioh of tine number of displays in an exhibit hall and

the popularity of the exhibit indicates that

visitors prefer the more complex exhibit halys, .having 30 - 40
displays per room as opposed to the halls having a sparser,
more cantemnornry display style (See Figure 7, p. 65 ).

2) Background Colors

with rgard to background, it appears that:

there is a negativ corrol,Tition between popularity and number
of background colors (See Figu,re 8, p. C5 ).

),) Participation

In termn ot participation:

t .

our (14t-ii show a direct eorrolation between popularity and number
it particip:Itory I I (oe Plquto 9, p (3P ).



However we also see that:

there is a strong inverse correlation between instructional
power and number of participatory devices (See Figure 10, p. 69

When pushbuttons are separated from other participatory devices,

we see that:

pushbuttons account for most of the negative r:orrelation with
instructional power.

It is concluded that pushbuttons, which do work well to attract

attention, are appropriate to introductory and transitional area

of an exhibit, but are not effective aids to the communication of

scientific facts and princiPles. Unlike pushbuttons, successful

participatory devices allow visitors to manipulate the environment,

to conduct experiments, t introduce changes and to observe the

results.

VI. THE MUSEUM'S EFFECTIVENESS

The pilot study began.with a goal-rating scale. The report concludes

with an assessment of the museum's effectiveness in achieving its stated goals.

Briefly, the museum was found to be highly effective in terms of teaching basic

Science concepts but much loss so with respect to the affective goals of stimu-

lating and developing curiosity, interest in science, and positive attitudes

toward science and technology. This is not surprising in the light of the

extremely high initial scores in these areas evidenced by entering visitors.

No gain was found With respect to understanding "the impact of science and

technology on daily life" and that "science is a prececs, a way of locking at

things". These areas were not explicitly treated in the museum's exhibits

it the time of the study. TI incro,vf chUm understanding in these areas

is a significant goal , relevant information must b explicitly presented in

the exhibits.



The initTal fall in "positive feelings about the museum" and the ,impeOVealib'

as a result of our orienta

tention to this area.

experiment, point up the importance

VII. A NOTE ON CO(1NiTIVE TESTING IN MUSEUMS

Various investigators have attempted to measu7e museum-based learnina

by testing the casual visitor (Parsons, .1964 Shottel, 1968; Eason.and Linn

1975). With reports of short times spent and few labels read; the tendency

has been to assume little, if any, learning on the part of the casual visitor

during a typical 2-3 hour visit. Generally, the results have indicated

relatively little information-transfer. Eason and Linn (1975) in their study

of two optics exhibits at The Lawrence Hall of Science, report an average

increase of 1() percentage points.

The somewhat greater average increase seen in the ease of The Franklin

Institute ;tudy (18 percentage points) can probably be attributed to the use

a visual stimulus and participatory response mechanism in, place of a paper

and pencil test. Eason and Linn found that while only 115 of the 5th and 6th

graders tested gave correct answers to a written question, 60% gave correct

answers when the same question was presented in the form of a diagram. They

conclude that the improvement is due to the fact that in the second case,

understanding of the question is riot based on reading ability. The questions

on The Franklin Institute test were written (and hence dependent on reading

ability for comprehension) but since they were accompanied by a color slide

of the museum display to .which the question referred, it seems that the stimulus

value of the visual image is a significant factor in explaining the increase

in score. This would also apply to Eason and Linn's diagrams.



As has been noted, higher learning scores were achieved on our vocabulary

and conceptual sub-scales than on the r1a questions. Perhaps if ex-
.

perime _Wslearnini had been tested by means of a performance task, higher

increases might have been found, since a performance task would be more con-

gruent With the participatory museum experience.

VIII. STUDYING THE MUSEUM

The world of the museum and its visitors lends itself to study from a

wide variety of points of view including ethnographic description of visitor

behavior, careful testing of visitors responso to specific parameters of ex-

perimental exhibitry, and experiments with programmed learning devices. Each

technique and research paradigm, when used exclusively, has its own limitations.

In the field of museum reL;oarch, where so much remains ,nknown, we need

an eclectic approach in which different techniques are combined. Since museum

studios tend to involve not only measurement itself but also developing measuring

inst-uments and units of measurement, the best strategy involves overlapping

at/broaches to allow cros-cnecking of findings.

The museum literature is replete with concepts of exhibitry formulated

bY Il!i<Port in td-ic imr=;onm ficld. Yet, a careful study of exhibit rating by

museum experts (curators, directors, designers, etc.) revealed that there is

no agreement among them us -to what makes a good exhibition (Shettel, 1965).

The only way to resolv6 these differences and provide a solid foundation for -

muri(21.1m defAinTI-maker 77_1rough empirical research.

A
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Clearly, we need systematic studies of visitor response to controlled

varia of exhibit components in ord i to understand how color, lightin

labelling, placement of objects, number size and comple ity of objects, and

type of display can attract and hold visitors' attention land contribute

Measurable "cognitive gains". Tt's imFortant for us to c mn to understand

the nature of the visitors' reaction to a museum visit to explore the in-

structional effectiveness of different types of exhibits, to appreciate the

'dynamics of vi sual end interactive lear

standing into the exhit

and to incorporate this under

f- making --ocess Tn addition, we need comparative

studies of data collected in -a range of ti_ pions, i.n order to dis_

generaltprinciples of exh bitry and visitor re }- ponce

specific museum conte=xts, The of study discussed

erences cited are a beg r

the ffectss of

and the other ref-

there s much ,het to btu done.

IX. LIMITS TO THE UTILITY OF EFFECTIVENESS RESEARCH

By emp, izhing the for research we do -lot mean to suggest that studies

of exhibit of _iveness and:visitor response will eventually lead to the pro-

du_ on of a "how-to-do-it

museum exhibi

roc a complete guide to building successful

an the co the sphere of usefulness of such studies is

definite and limited.

There exists a set of basic prrint.iples about museum exh bitry and visitor

behavir is discoverable u dri"tai research Effectiveness

'.-;udies such as this one which explore fundamental patterns of visitor response

an give us ary information, indicating" to effective museum presenta-

tions. They cannot specify the contnt of exhIbits.. They can serve as tools

in planning g an exhibit in that they toll us some general thi riot to do.

They cannot tell us how t

could create

JUU

succ 11 ezhi ir.

desi 1 d other

inn

_le broad range of pon ibi liti which

This has been and ill remain the lLtain of

.issic nals and will continue

their experience Art.

;quit} the applies



I I. PREVIOUS STUDIES

Serious attempts to assay visitors' response to museum exhibits began

in the United States in the late-nineteen twenties and early thirties'

(Robinson, Melton, 1933 a -b, 1935, 1936). Interest quite naturally

turned elsewhere during World War II. There was a renewal of concern with

exhibit effectiven ss in the fifties. Government agencies attempted to

measure the impact of overseas ir,formaticn exhibits (e.g., peateful u

atomic energy, Shettel, 1966). The last twenty years have seen the renewal

of activity in museum self-evaluation. Small, often unpublished projects

have been carried on by museums, marketing firms 'and university students.

Recently, the Smithsonian Institution embarked on a large-scale project to

study the useum visitor (Wells, 1969). Literature in the museum field is

now calling for a standardization evaluation techniqu s and the publica-

tion of results,

1
Figure is a model of a museum visit whic=h provides us with a set of

categories for the following brief discussion of museum studies to date

1. Awareness of Museum

Research in this area consists largely of unpublished institution-

specific marks tine studies of museum puLlic relations activity.

With regard to visitor attitudes, Harris Shettel, at the American

-titute for Research in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, has found that

1This model is adapted from one which appears in: Loomis, Ross, 1973,

Please, Not Another Visitor Survey," Museum News, 52(2), October, 1973._

Roe a fuller discussion of this topic see: korun, Minda, 1975, "Museum

Effectivene Stud', A Bibliographic Review," The F)ranklin Institute,

June, 1975.

-1-



FIG 1 Model of Museum Visit

4. ORIENTATION

6:SPECIAL PROGRAMS

7. EXHIBIT HALL

7, DISPLAY

7. ARTIFACT

AND MATERIALS

11 VISITOR
RESPONSE



the promotional material put out by a museum about an exhibit

frequently has a more significant influence on public attitudes

than the exhibit itself (Shettel, 1956

Social Role of Museum

eur-tent work; being done froM the viewpoints of sociology and

social psycihologY, provides interesting descriptive information.

Such data are relevant to museum policy-making in instances where

a discrepancy between staff objectives and actual use of the

museum is found and it advisable to attempt to modify one or

tile other.

3. The Visit°

The standard survey of visitor demographics has been done at many
Na

museums. The scale and quality of such surveyq vary greatly; but,

in general, the interview method is widely known, and the gathering

and interpretation of st h data is relatively straightforward. The

model for a large-scale demogra survey is the study done at the

Royal Ontario Museum in Toronto by Duncan Cameron and D. S. Abbey

(1959, 60, 61) .

some compari sons of dem gt aphic data can reveal interesting

parallels in attendance patterns at different museums. For instance,

a study done at the St. Paul Science Museum in 1938 (ROwoll)

strated the same seasonal attendance as has been observed

during the 1:1;t
1

liars at Frankl in Tn.=st .tute. Apparently

1,
peak for local visitors occurs in the early ,p r i nq when the cold e ison

ondiii. School groups come number n in the late s rinq From April

to early June, and local vi i and tourists form another attendance peak
in August.



this pattern is determined by weather and vacations and nly

-i the quality and subject matter oslightly varied by changes

Museum exhibits. Clearly, this type of information is useful when
p *

making scheduling decisions directed toward producing special

exhibits and programs having maximal impact..

4_ Orientation

The problem of conveying to visitors an un
-r _anding of the

stl-ucture and contents of the building has recently become a focus

of interest in the museum community. Inadequate orientation has

been found to lessen the teaching effectiveness of museum exhibits

(Lakota, 1975). Many museums are experimenting with various-drie-

tation systems and devices. A good review oT the "state of the

art" has been written by Marilyn Cohen at the Smithsonian Office of

Museum Programs (CoheN., 1974).

5. Process of Visit

This was one of the first areas of systematic visitor research.

Tracking and tinting of visitors by "unobtrusive" observers provides

some very basic time-motion data. Such studies have found that

Ll'wre are oerLain fundamental facLs abouL visitor behavior which

museum par5-;onnel would do well to understand, For example, most

people who (21.11-,er an exhibit hall in which the. central path is

blocked turn -r_OhL and proceed in a counter-clockwise direction

(Melton, t)-y :-b). The prelem with a right turn is that it sets

h which runs eonnter to the left right, direction of

reading pftnted mater al. Thin is particularly awkward in the case-

of a multi-panel ;!nc:: with a imed cleat of text. The Milwaukee

I
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4m

Public Museum solVed the,ppoblefirbY setting up a deflector exhibit

at the. entrance to the hail so that the right side is obscured and

people - ale route: he left, .There was an increase = in libel

, reading n _o ion retention (as revealed by comprehension

testing) whin people proceede&in a clockwise fashion (Borhegyi

and Hanson, 1968).

11 relevant behavioral fadt is that when there is a doorway

,opposite the entrance to hail, visitors tend t view only those

'displays 1 d pn the right -hand wall and in the center of the

exhibit tall, thus 4issing the displays along the left wall.

Silt' explained, when visitors come to ,a dborway, they leave.

Alscipthere is An exit-gradienthin interest. The greatest amount

of time tends to be spent looking at displays to the immediate

right of an.entrance, with the time per displaydecreasing as an

1
exit is aPpoached (Melton, 193

S ecial Pro -s and Materials

The presentation of special programs and the distribution or sale

of exhibit-related materials overlap to some degree with orienta-

tion. This area is frequently the domain of the Education Division

of themuseum. Katherine Goldman at the Smithsonian has edited a

volume based on a National Science Foundation Conferende dealing

with effort expand special museum programs in the area of pre-
41,w,

college science education (1970). Generally, short-term unpublished

evaluations of these activities are carried on by the museum taff._

Our experiments in museum orientation (Section V) involve attempts to guide
the visitor and- to alter some of these- ehavio sets.

-5-



Exhibit Halls, DisPleys, Artifa0tH
)1

Perhaps the most important data in the field of museum studies has

come from systematic experimentation using controlled variation of

exhibit components. Visitors have been tracked and timed and their

behavior monitored by unobtrusive Observers and, more recently:,

through the use of video-tape and time-lapse photogiaphi. This

behavioral data is then correlated with features.of exhibit design

(Robinson, 1930; Melton, 1935; Goins and Griffenhagen, 1958;

Borhegyi, 968; Tarsons, 1968; hettel, 1968).

Visitor Response

In order to evaluate specific display components and techniques, it

is necessary to have some objective measure of success= The most

commonly used measures are "attracting power" (numbers of °visitors)

and "holding power" (average tune spent). These are presumed to be

indirect measures Of interest and understanding,

There are obvious p;-able mis with such indirect measures. Time spent

is not necessarily an indication of interest or of what is logrned.

In order to directly measure the teaching effectiveness of particu-

lar exhibits and of a museum visit as a whole in stimulating visitors'

interest, one has to devise a way to test the visitor to see what

they have learned and how they feel about it-

Most efforts. at cognitive testing of rseum visitors have focused

on school children (Brooks and Vernon, 1956; Garvin, undated; Roeqo

and 1961). With respect to 'affective response Ray Pierotti

(1973) has found that museum visitors are unable to directly verbalize



feelings and ideas about their experience. In order to elicit

this information, it is neces ary to use standardized psychologi-

cal tests such as the semantic differential, agreement scaling, etc.

In our pilot study at The Franklin Instituter.ve have developed a

set of tests and guegtionnaires which can provide baseline data

on visitor response and serve as diagnostic tools for measuring

the-succes- of attempts to improve the museum and specific exhibits.



II. THE VISITORS

The interviewing and testing of Franklin,Institute visitors took place

at intervals beginning in September, 1975, and concluding in August, 1976.

Data oh the visitor population is divided into three groups. From September

throUgh June we have (A) weekend visitors and (B) school groups or weekday

visitor...: During July and August there are (C) summer visitors.
1

s

A. Weekend Visitors

The following data is based on two questionnaires d tributed to a total

sample of 700 visitors on three weekends in the fall of 1975 and two in the

spring of 1976.

1. Over half of the weekend visitors are local:

Philadelphia

Suburbs

Other Pennsylvania
t

New Jersey

Touris

Northeast 10%)

Southeast 3%)

Midwest 2%)
West 2%)

Non-U.S. 3%)

Miscellaneous

Most visitors are not members of The Franklin Institute:

Members

Non-members

27%

29%

9%

3%

26%

2%

56%

11%

89%

In the summer the difference between weekday and weekend visitors is one of

numbers rather than demographics; consequently, we have treated this as a

single group.



3. mat visitors come invfami ly groups averaging 2-4 people:

GROOT, 92%

family 49%)-
Friends 34%)

Other 9%)

CAME ALONE 8%

WHY CANE?

To bring the children 32%
56%

FaMily outing 24%

Touring Philadelphia 11%

Show an o31, f-town
visitor

9%

On a group tour 8%

Show museum to friends 6%

Class trip 2%

Other

4. The majority of visitors -e returning to the museum:

HOW MANY PREVIOUS VISITS?

Return visit

Sixth visit or more 27%)
Third-fifth visit 17%)

Second visit 16%)

60%

First visit 40%

5. The first visit is usually made with the family, but school groups

are also important:

FIRST VISIT?

Family

School group

Friends

Other

-9-

47%

15 %-

5%



6. The period of repeat visiting is large.

LAST VISIT?

1-5 years ago 36%

More than 5 years ago

6 months-1 year ago

Less than 6 months ago

25%

21%

18%

7. Although most visitors come from Philadelphia and the surrounding

suburbs, a visit to the museum is usually combined with other activities

in Philadelphia:

OTHER ACTIVITIES TODAY?

Seeing other Philadelphia
sights

37%

Going to a restaurant 20%

Visithg friends 12%

Shopping 10%

Theater or concert 7%

Zoo 4%

Movies 4%

Sporting event 4%

Other 2%

Most visitors plan to spend 1-3 hours in the museum.

PLAN TO STAY?

2-3 hours 45%

1-2 hours 35%

More than 3 hours 19%

1%Less than 1 hour



9. Adults and elemen a-

1
AGE?

school ,children are the most frequent..visitors:

5-11 years old 39 %:

Adults (22+) 17%

12-21 years old

Under 5 years old

Miscellaneous (age unknown) 7%

23%

4%

10. Most visitors cone see the whole mus um or the Planetarium rather

particular exhibit. Demonstration's also have a special appeal:

WHY CAME?

To see what's in
the museum

38%

To see a Planetarium show 30%

To see the demonstrations 23%

To see 'a special exhibit 9%

11. Visitors see themselves as coning to the museum -imarily

and secondarily to learn science:

WHY CAME?

For fun 33%

To learn something 21%
about science

Because like museums 19%

To learn how thitigs work 16%

To learn how science and
technology affect
daily life

From cashiers' accounts: Gates, Donald,
The Franklin Institute- 1976._

11%

y of Attendance for 1975,"



B. School Groups

Groups of school children are the predominant visitors to the museum on

weekdays from September through June. Since their presence is largely

due to a decision on the part of their teachers, a mail-back question=

1
naire was distributed to the teachers.-

1. The followin4 is a summary of the Trade distribution of visiting

school groups
2

:

Grades 4-6

Grades 7-9

Grades K-3

Grades 1012

Miscellaneous

42%

2. Reasons for class visits were similar. to those given by family groups,

but a hither priority is given to science lea-

To teach class something
about science 25%

To see a planetarium show 22%

To show class what's in,
The Franklin Institute
Museum

For fun

To supplement a class-
room science unit

2

20%

18%

15%

Of 200 questionnaires distributed, 59 (30%) were returned. Generally, one
third is an -excellent return rate on mail -back questionnaires.

Based on Museum reservation records: Gates, Donald, "Summary of Attendance
for 1975," The Franklin Institute, 1976.



Approximately one half of the teachers had

school class:

NUMBER OF VISITS?

Return 53%

here before with a

First visit 47%

Of those on a return visit ,'67 had brought a class to the museum

-T VISIT?

6 months-1 year ago 52% )

) 67%

6 months, ago 15

1 -5 years ago 27%

More than 5 years ago 6%

L
Groups spend one to four hours in the __use_ :

HOW LONG?

2-3 hours 42%

3-4 hours 27%

1-2 hours 24%

4 hours 7%

6. The museum visit is the only activity that day for over half of the

groups:

T ELSE DID YOU DO?

Nothing else 54%

Other Philadelphia
sights

23%

Regular school program 23%

,)

-13



7. Teachers consider the sewn -visit to be,a positive learning

experience for the

VWT RATING?

Excellent

Above average a 31%

Average 27%

Below average , 8%

Poor 0%

8. Teachers feel that the value of a visit ies in stimulatin children

to seek further information rather thariiin how much is learned while

in the ruseam.itself.
1

9. According to their teachers, students r =all en o ed their visit=

DID STUDENTS LIKE VISIT?

Like very. much

Somewhat

Not at all

No answer

83%

14%

0%

The teachers themselves were somewhat less strongly positive:

DID ,,Y LIKE VISIT?

Like very much

Somewhat

Not at all

J4o answer

69%

24%

2%

5%

1For fuller discussion of this point, see Appendix A, teachers' comments on
carry-ovbr effects of visit.



Yet most of the teachers intend to coptinue to bring their classes

to Ae museum:

PLAN TO RETURN?

Interested in bring-
ing another class

Not'interested

No answer

Summer Visitors

435%

10%

5%

On the whole, even during the "Bicentennial Summer," summer visitors are

similar to year -round weekend visitors except that there is an increase

in the number of tourists in comparison to local-people:

WEEKEND SUMMER

Philadelphia 27%) 24%)

) 56% ) 48%

Suburbs 29%) 24%)

Other 44% '52%

Also the proportion of IT1.1.y2Easa is somewhat higher during the summer.

ITH? WEEKEND

Family 53% 65%

Friends 37% 29%

Other 10% 6%



D. Visitors' Interests

1. Most visitors r

crafts, music, art.and

1

erect in science. Also popular are

INTEREST?

Science 68%

Crafts 39%

Music 37%

Art 32%

Sports 32%

Social Science 28%

olitics 15%

Literature 15%

Other 7%

2. In the sciences, interest is evenly divided among physical, biological

and social sciences with a much lower percentage interested in math:

SCIENCE INTEREST?

Physical science 46%

Biological science 45%

Social science 45%

Math 17%

1_
-Total exceeds 100% since multiple selections were allowed.

When social science is listed as a science, expression of interest increases
in comparidon to that shown when social science is listed separately.

2



A question leisure ime activities,produced the following

distribution;

LEISURE INTEREST?

Read 4?%

Visit friends . 32%

Sports 31%

Theater or concert 31%

T.V. 30%

Movies 27%

Shopping 17%

Other 9%

Awareness of the Museum

Approximately one half of the visitors had recently heard about the museum.

Most information came throufh "- d-of-mouth" networks of friends or

relatives:

HEARD ABOUT MUSEUM RECENTLY 53%

Friend or relatives 27%)

School 9%)

T.V. 7%)

Newspaper 5%)

Magazines 1%)

Radio 1%)

Tourist Bureau 1%)

Other' 2%)

DIDN'T HEAR ABOUT
MUSEUM RECENT ,Y

-17-

47%



Summary

The.museum audience eosists primarily of groups. From September through

June school groups predominate 0711 weekdays and families on weekends. The

summer visitors are similar to weekend family group8, but with an increase

in out-of-town tourists. Visitors consider themselves to be very inter-

ested in science. They have come to the museum to entertain themsekVes

and their families and to learn science.

Among the school groups, elementary school grades 4-6 are most prevalent:.

When the class visits, the museum is usually, the focal point of the day.

Teachers tend to become regular museum visitors, incorporating a class

trip to the museum into their school year. The teachers see'the Mua um

as an adj ct educational institution and stress th stimulation value o

a museum visit - the increase in interest and receptivity to further
-

learning shown by their students after a museum visit. They also feel

that science facts and concepts are-assimilated during the visit itself.

Teachers perceive the children as having a strongly positive reaction to

the visit.

Implications

LI

On the basis of information about the visitors and their interests

the power of "word-of-mouth" communication, it seems apparent from the

present study that museum publicity should emphasize reach t g family

groups and to some extent school or both of which are frequent visi-

tors and sources of informal public relations. The focus should be on

family activity, f learning science, and on a visit to the museum as

an important local sight-see activity. On the other hand, if it is



thought desirable to augment the present audience, attention might be

directed toward those segments of the community which are currently

under-represented, such as teenagers and inner-city residents.



III. TESTING VISITOR RESPONSE

A. Definition of "EffectivenL

To measure the effectiveness of museum exhibits, we must have a clear

definition of staff goals. To this end we began our "Museum Effectiveness

Study" by distributing a goal-rating scale to The Franklin Institute

Museum senior staff and to directors of ASTC member museums. A similar

scale was given to a sample of visitors at The Franklin Institute.

Results of all three sbrved as a guide to the formulation of objectives

For Twiasuring exhib it- effectiveness through the testing of' visitor

B. Goals of Musoum Staff

The results of The Franklin Institute staff's rating of goals were (in

order of importance),:

l. Stimulate an interest in science.

DeveLop an understanding of the impact of science and technology
on daily life.

3. Stimulate curiosity.

EnLorLain, amuse, give pleasure.

", Develop positiv, feelings about the: museum and a desire to return.

G. Teach basic: science concepts.

6. Teach that science is a process, a way of looking at things.

7. Develop more positive attitudes toward science and technology.

E!.:: I I i



The same rating scale was sent to ASTC museum directors with the option

of filling it out themselves or distributing it to their senior staff and

returning the totals. We received a response from 15 institutions and

over 40 individuals.

While there was a considerable amount of variation both within and between

institutions, the overall result showed substantial agreement between

1
The Franklin Institute staff and that of other ASTC members. The cumula-

tive ranking for ASTC members is given beloW, to the left of The Franklin

Institute list:

1.

Franklin
Institute

1. Stimulate an interest in science.

Develop an understanding of the impact of
science and technology on daily life.

3. Stimulate curiosity.

5 4. Enter -a 1, amuse, give pleasure.

7.

tl.

6.

5. Develop positive feelings about the museum
and a desire to return.

6. Teach basic science concepts.

TcaPh that Hcionce i a process, a way of
look Lug at thing

V. Develop more positive attitudes toward
science and technology.

:-ome additional goals which were suggested by ASTC members include

1, Iii 1 t ,tap Perwt ten 0 u L i.fic t-f.,at.-(..di and public knowledge.

Itemon,;tratte tw.pts that vIttettort. (tan pursue thcia- interest in science.

[ LtIal :1 1 i i cn1



Provide clear orientation
etc.

4. Stimulate the creativity of sc
over into the classroom

Goals of Visitors

ation about buildings, exhibits,

tee that it carries

The use of goals u the basis for formulating objectives is appropriate

for evaluation only if the goals themselves appear to be reasonable. It

prtant to determine whether staff gctals overlap with-,those of the

visitors. Thus similar questionnaires (see Appendix B) were distributed

to a sample of visitors (N=170) at The Franklin Institute. Results of

the visitor questionnaire show that although there is a difference in

priorities, no great disparity between staff and visitors was present.

Visitor' goals in order of frequency of selection are

1. Fun

Leam some5_

3. Er .tair the children

39%

science 25%

21%-

Do something with the whole family 15%

Visitors do come to the museum both to learn science and for entertainment

He ever, while

L

P. Objective'_

staff sees various aspects of science learning as the

rit the places amuETe t first.

tion

Objectives for testing the response of museum visitors were derived from

staff goals. tO teasel t. Lpio-choice test was developed (see Appen-

d:1.x C). The Ail, -;t:2't LOI involves masuring: interest in science,

tee in g:: (.its tmpact.

I

and tf.:chnology on daily life,

Mmology, and



The cognitive test, in the other hand, is designed to measure learning

of basic science information contained in a sample of exhibits.
1

1. The Affective- Test

a. The Affective test consists of two components:

(1) QuesLions about subjective reaction to the museum.

(2) An attitude test consisting of three sub-scales which,
when combined, give a score for general attitudes toward
science, scientists and technology and which, when con-
sidered individually, give ratings for:

(a) Interest in science e.g., Question #5: "Which (
these statements do you agree with Most?"

A. "Science education is a 'must' these days.

B. "It's always interesting to learn science."

C. "Science is not as important as other subjects."

D. "Science is boring."

(b) Science is good or bad e.g., Question #6: "Science
makes our way of life change too

A. Agree

B. Sort of agree

C. Sort of disagree

H. Disagree

(o) Perception of impact of science e.g., Question #7:
"How much doe our country's future depend on scientific
research?'

A. Not much

B. A bit

C. Pretty much

D. Very much

Only a limited number of exhibits were available for testing purposes, since
the majority were undergoing irnovatiion or r(Adacement ror the Bicentennial.

-Farber, Irving, "Faces Test," Affective Testing Division, Philadelphia School
District, 1975 per:Eional communication).



Questions for the attitude sub-scales are derived from a series

of validated, educational testing instruments.1

b. Scoring the Attitude

Integer scores were assigned to each of the choices on the

attitude test so that the mot negaLive choice received a value

of +1, less negative +2, etc., up to the most positive choice,

There were two main question formats:

(1) Agreement with positive or negative statement (e.g.,
Question #61: "Which do you agree with?")

A. "Science is so hard only trained scientists can
understand it."

B. "Most people can understand the work of science."

Here the negative statement

statement +2.

scored +1, the positive

(2) A positive or negative statement followed by a graded series
of agree/disagree choices (e.g., Question #65: "Scientists
dig into things. they ought to leave alone.") .

A. Agree

B. Sort of agree

C. Sort of disagree

D. Disagree

Attitude questions have been adapted from:
Moore, Richard Worthington, The Scientific Attitude Inventory, Ph.D. thesis,

Temple University, March, 1969.
Schwirian, Patricia M., Sc"ience Support Scale," Science Education, March,

1968, 52, 172-179.
Dutton, Wilbur H. and Stephens, Lois, "Attitudes Toward Science," School

Science and Mathematics, January, 1963, 63, 43=49.
Na_ional Research Company, Survey of Public Attitudes Toward Science,

Princeton, N.J., 1972.
Shettel, Harris H. ot al, Strategies for Determining Exhibit Effectiveness,

Bureau of Research, American Institutes for Research, Pittsburgh, Pa.,
April, 1968.

ft u



For scoring purposes, full agreement with a no- ive

statement at r_ would be scored 1, disagreement

+4.
1

To clarify the interpretation of the results, point

value scores per visitor have been converted to a normalized

group mean. Thus, a score of 50% represent s a neutral atti-

tude. Anything above 50% is a positive attitude; below 1_

Lepr_^__s nts a negative attitude.

The Cognitive Test

a. -cal

The cognitive test is also composed of three sub-sc les Con-

sidered collectively, they yield'a score on the exhibit-based

"quiz" which is our general measure of the learning of exhibit

content.- Individually, the scales measure a hierarchy of learning

skills.

Vocabulary

Identification of display item based on content of written
labels e =g= Question ff25: "What is thi-

A. Thermometer

Pressure Gauge

Compass

D. Slide Rule

While one mig I- question the legitimacy of aing inL_get into vals betw--
all choices, or giving a greater poiht range to questions with a larger
number of choices, this ring procedure does give us an unambiguous method
For evaluating rosponses Lind I de a very general positive or negative score
which serves as attituL- omit ,



(2)cperence

Recall of interactive experience e.g., Question #19:

"What does this do?"

A. Play tunes

Punch cards

Write letters

D. Add and subtract

Concept Formation

Understanding f basic science concepts Question #37:

"What holds the balls up?"

A.

B. Air pressure

C. Magnetism

D. Gravity

b. Scoring the Cognitive Test

Our purpose in giving visitors a quiz on the content of selected

muse exhibits was to see how much exhibit information was learned

in the course of a single visit to the museum. An attempt was made

to provide questions covering all areas and levels of content in

test exhibit halls. A separate pre =test group (visitors

tested before their museum visit) served as a control to tell

much of this information visitors already knew. Thus, the differ=

ence between the mean score of pre-vis

measure. o learning.

_d post visit samples is o

For purposes of scoring the cognitive test, visitors were selected

from the pre- and post-test groups for each test que,Xtion on the



basis of their answers to questions on exhibit attendance. Thus,

the pre-test group for each question consists only of people In the

pre-test sample: who indicate that they have never seen the exhibit hall

containing the display in question; the post-test group consists only

of people in the post-test sample who haVe just seen the particular

exhibit. 1

On the basis of preliminary test results, the test itself was

corrected by the elimination of questions which were too simple

(over 752 correct on the pre-test).

F. Method of Test Presentation

A portable "testing machine," a booth which resembles a study carrel and

contains a rear-screen projected slide-test ancipush-button response

mecharAsm, was used to present the cognitive-affective test to a random

sample of museum visitors (see Figures 2 and 3). Test questions appear

on color slides of actual museum exhibits. Visitors enter their responses

by pushing buttons on a multiple-choice response device which punches the

answers on punch cards. This apparatus was designed and used in place of

a paper and pencil test to make the test more like a game than a schoolroom

experience. In practice, visitors were willing to take a 75-question test

(15-20 minutes) and seemed to enjoy the proces. The refusal rate was low.

In fact, we had to hang a sign saying: "museum Visitor Test, Random Sample,

No Volunteers Please" to help U5 turn away would-be participants.

IThe
sorting and scoring process for both affective and cognitive Los Ls was

accomplished by computer.



F Experimental Design

Baseline data (a measure of visitors' response to the museum at the time

of this study) as obtained in order to have a basis of comparison for

measuring the impact of introduced changes.

A pre-visit random sample of approximately 250 visitors received the test

after paying admission (see Appendix E) . Another sample of approximately

250 visitors was tested =dust before leaving the building. People taking

the post -visit test did not know they were going to be tested until they

-approached thc museum exJ_L By using two separate, large random samples

we have eliminated the possibility cif pre-test influence on post-test

score and have minimized the effects of individual variation among

visi

Baseline testing took place from August 1 through October 30, 1975.

Approximately 125 visitors per month took the slide test.'

The testing period was unusually long due to interruptions as a result of
museum Bicentennial construction. Under ordinary circumstances the testing
could probably have been accomplished in a period of Eive weeks to two months.
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FIG.

CARD PUNCHING MECHANISM

TAKING THE MUSEUM QUIZ
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IV. RESULT OF BASELINE TESTING

A. Descri_tion of Sample Population

Post-Test Totalpre-Test

10 14

15 24

25 34

35 49

50 & over

52

111

'48

31

5

53

93

S2

28

16

105 (21%)

204 (41%)

100 (20%)

59 (12%)

31 ( 6%)

EDUCATION (Highest level achieved)
N=257 N=242 .1\,1499

3 - 6 13 22 35 ( 7%)

7 9 49 38 87 (17%)

H.S. 63 HO 143 (29%)

College 98 69 167 (33%)

Grad. School 14 33 67 (13%)

OCCUPATION N=257 N=-242 N= 499

Scientists and
86 75 151 (32%)

Science Majors

Others 171 167 338 (68%)

NUMBER OF VISITS N=234 N=240 .m~474

First 111 81 192 (41%)

Second. 36 42 78 (16%)

Third-Fifth 33 43 76 (16%)

More than Fifth 54 74 128 (27%)

1Comparison with museum attendance (below) shows that the test sample is skewed
toward the adu l-. age groups. This is predictable, since in practice 10 years'
old was the min um age of persons t6sted

Test Sample.

10-14 211

15-24 41%
-34 2n)

5c+

Visitor Admissions



B. Baseline Result,of Affective Test

1. Attitude Toward the Muse

PRE-TEST

( '')

78% 20% 2%

98%

This

0%

POST-TEST

66% 20% 12% 1%

't

rating scale shows a 12% decrease in positive feeling about

the museum.

feelings.

Before the visitalmest everyone has strongly positive

1%

Six times as many people are neutral about the museum after

their visit. This sort of shift must be viewed with concern when it

is realized that this 12% decrease corresponds to approximately

84,000 Franklin Institute, visitors per year.

The result is no doubt due in large part to the fact that there was

a groat deal of construction and confusion in the muse- during this

period, with many exhibits and access areas closed down. An increase

in visitor complaint letters occurred during this period.

On the other hand, it is theoretically possible that this change

in part a reflection of the change from anticipation of, to reaction to,

the actual experience, with fatigue operating' to further dampen post-

test attitude scores. However, results of a second round esting

to measure the etlfectivoness of an experiment in visitor orientation

(discussed in detail in Section V) indicatk that this is not the case

and that };t I 1 altitude seoreh can be s high asThre -Lest scores

nt t ii i 'Ht iw V i i.tor



OUr two other projective questions concerning the image of the museum

do not show significant change from pre- to post- test and were found,

to be difficult to interpret. In response -to a question about the

appropriate audience for the alse most visitors, both pre-, and

post-visit, felt that "There's something of interest for everyone

rather than that the muse 's_appeal is limited to a spedial group

such as children or scientists.

An associational question revealed that the museum was seen to

most like a library or school as opposed to a theater, palace or

circus. This supports the finding that visitors do come to the

museum expecting to learn science.

2. Attitude Toward Science, Scientists and Technology

There is a slight but statistically significant negative shift in

attitude from pre- to post-visit average score, but the post-test

1
score is still strongly positive.

Pre-Test `'Post -Test

75% 14 72% - 15

Change

- 3- p.005

Thus, with regard tc the goal cf developing a positive attitude toward

science and technology, vae can see that the museum's audience is biased

be strongly positive.

It will be remembered that scores above 50% are positive attitudes; scores
below 50% are negative (iee'pp. 24-25).

-it would be interesting to administer the same attitude test to a sample of the
general ,population outside the museum to learn the extent of the attitude
differ e between visitors and nonvisitors.

An asterisk will be used to depots statistically significant cjlange (i.e., all

changes which are unlikely to have occurred by chance) based on t-test.
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Attitude Sub-scales

The slight negative shift referred to above is seen in all sub-scales.

Interest in Science

Pre-Test

66% - 24

Post-Test fh!-ait

63% 23 - 3* 005

This is a combined score on five questions concerning visitors'

interest in, and perception of, the importance of science as

compared to other subjects. The fact, that post-tested visitors

are even slightly less interested in science is somewhat disturb-

ing. Since the entering visitors are already highly interested

in science, it is evident from these data that the problem is

one of meeting visitors' expectations and .ntain rather

than stimulating science interest.

b. Judgment of Science as Good or Bad

Pre-Test

+
79% - 10

Post-Test

76% - 10

Change

3* 005

Again, both scores are. strongly positive, but the post-test

score is slightly less

P- -ce -tion o he act Science on

Pre-Test

78% 8

Post-Test

_

73% - 9

One's Daily Life

Change

- 5* p--.005

This is the most negative finding. The largest affective change

appears here. While still small, it is disturbing. It is.an

indication that the museum is not effective in moving its visi-

tors closer to the subject matter of the exhibits, that more

needs to be c he practical implications of museum

displays clear to the visitors.
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4. Subgroups (Demographic Variables)

Attitude scores might be expected to show some variation amongst

various categories of visitors. Questions on a visitor's age, high-

est educatidnal level achieved, interest in science and number of

previous museum visits allow us to see the relation between these

factors and test score.

AGE

10-14

15-24

25-34

35-49

Pre-Test Post-Test Change

76 70 6* p=.01

75 70 - 5 N.S 1

77 73 4 M.S.

75 73 - 2 N.S.

50 & over 75 76 + 1 N.S.

EDUCATION

Grades 3-6 65

Grades 7-9 74

High School 75

College 75 73

Graduate School 80 73

The greatest attitude ange is seen in the youngest group, 10-14 years

old, and in grades 7-9. All other shifts are not significant with the

exception of that observed in the most educated group (Graduate SchoolI.

While the latter's score is strongly positive, the negative shift

for this group, rifle.-tint a lesser enthusiasm after the museum visit,
is not surprising in view -f the fact that most exhibits are aimed at

a much lower level

9

65

73

I- 4 N.S.

9* p=.005

- 2 N.S.

N.S.

7* p.01

Ari

"not :Olnifio,1



OCCUPATION

Visitors-Were asked whether ,they consider themselves scientists,

actual or

expected,

potential science majors

attitudes of the "scientist" group

r nonscientists. Awmight be

pre- and post-visit,
-or

than those of

were more positive, both

nonscientists.

a_ statistically significant at

Pre-Test

ude shift.

Post-Test

Scientists 82% 80%

Nonscientists 72% 68%

NUMBER OF VISITS-TO THE MUSEUM

First Visit 74% 72%

Second Visit 76% 68

Third-Fifth Visit 78% 72%

More than Fifth -79% 73%

Neither group showed

Change

- 2 N.S.

- 4 N.S.

- 2 N.S.

p,=.005

6* p==025

- 6* p=.025

The direct correlation on the pre-test between attitude score and

number of visits indicates simply that the people who are more Strongly

positive come back more often. Of note on the post-test is the dip in

post-test score on the second visit. This is also seen in the patted

of scores on the cognitive test= The reason for it is not clear.

It might be a function of the social circumstances of the second

visit. For example, people may be returning to show the museum to

friefilt. The novelty has worn off, but they are not yet among those

who have really gotten "hooked" by the museum (see p,41).

Again, 4e ally negative shift in attitude which appears on almost

every question piT t i_ular ly orfor those not visiting for the first time



i.e., 60% of visitors) is probably a reflection of the confusion

and disorder associated with Bicentennial-related Construction taking

place during the testing period and the fact that visitors returning

to the muses had higher expectations and Were disappointed. This

means that attitudes toward the museum itself have influenced atti-

tudes toward science, technology and scientists .l It is important

in that it suggests that the general gestalt of the building will

influence the communication of exhibit content. This point will be

reinforced later in the discussion of an experiment'with visitor-

orientation.

C. Baseline Results of Cognitive Test

The results of the cognitive test show a clear increase in score from

pre- to post-visit test. Average scores are:

Pre-Test Post-Test

36% - 12

Change

54% - 17 + 18* p=.001

While the post-visit score may appear to be' low (by school test standards),

it represents a statistically significant increase over pre -test scores

and suggests that the average "casual" visitor leaves the museum

knowing over half of the tested information content of the exhibits.

As we are dealing here ; sual visitors whose primary goal is

tainment and who spend only two or three hours in the muse

worthy that this much inr ation transfer does occur.

is note-

1 If the negative shift were indicative only of a change in attitude toward
various aspects of science and technology, we would expect greater variation
from question to question. Instead, we see a strikingly uniform decrease

from pre- to post-test.

See "typical visit," p. 59.
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1 Cognitive Sub-scales

a
The quiz consists of three types of questions, representing a hier-

..

archy of levels of learning. Pre- d post-test scores are given

below:

All of-the above show_ significant increases. It is interesting that

the highest increases are in vocabulary and concept learning, with a

lower increase on the experience sub - scale, which is based on direct

participation. This difference may be due in part to the nature of

the testing procedure, which, although making use of visual stimuli

and push-button response, did present written questions and answers

as opposed to requiring a behavioral demonstration. The latter might

have yielded better results in testing learning by direct experience.

pre -Test Post-Test Change

Vocabulary 33% 54% + 21* peool

Experience 35% 47% + 12* p.01

Concept Formation 43% 63% + 20* p=.001

2. Sub roues (Demographic Variables - See Figure 4)

Another way to look at quiz scores is in terms of the amount of in-

crease shown by various

AGE

.:ategories of visitor.

Pre-Test Post-Test Charge

10-14 31% 58% + 27* p=.001

15-24 36% 54% 16* p=.001

25-34 4996 11* P-.025

35-40 37% son. + 13* 1--3.01

O & over 30 52% + 22* 1' =.001
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A .

EDUCATION (highest
Pre-Test Post-Testlevel achieved)

Grades 3-6 29% 53% + 24* p=.001

Grades 7-9- 33% 60% + 27* p=.001

High choO1 34% 53% + 19* p=.001

College 38% 55% + 17* p=.001

Graduate School 45% N.S.

We cat pee that both the h' hest increase and hihest absolute score

are found in the youngest age groin. In addition, while there is a

positivecorrelation between education and score on the pre-test, this

is not true of the-post-test, where children in grades 7-9 score higher

than college students and those in graduate school. Clearly, elementary

school children are absorbing a significant amount of exhibit content

durin- a _ visit. This is a strongly positive finding, since this

is the target audience toward which museum exhibits are aimed. Further,

elementary school children are a large segment of the visitor popula-

tion. This data supports the notion that museums can serve as ad -unct

learning institutions which su- plement the classroom and other

educational media_

The lowest increase i found in the 25-34 year age group. This group

includes many parents who presumably see themselves as coming to the

museum for the benefit of their children and probably spend much of

their supervising the children Lather than attending to the exhibits,



ATION

Scores of "scientists "were somewhat higher hau those of "non-

scientists" on both the pr6= and post-visit tests, but the _ _u

I.
4 increase is similar.

Pre-Test Post-Test Change

Scientist 42% 58% 16* p=.001

Nonscientist 34% 52 ± 18* 1:1.001

This is interesting in that it indicates that the museum does reach

ageneral audience and is not simply communicating with Subgroups

of scientists and would-be scientists.

NUMBER OF VISITS Post-Test

First Visit" 51%

Second Visit -48%

Third-Fifth Visit ,
54%

More than Fifth Visit 60%

We can see that, with the exception of the second visit, quiz scores

increase with visits. The dip in the second visit noted on the atti-

tude test may be due to a variety of factors such as: showing the

museum to someone else, visiting only what was missed on the first

visit, or uoncuntrating only on a few favorite exhibits.

Instructional Effectiveness of Exhibits

The average score for those exhibit halls on which visitors were

tested appen below, listed in order of instructional effectiveness.

The term _is applies to pecitde who identify themselvs,as scientists
or-science majors.

-4 1-



"Effectiveness" is based here on the amount of increase fro

to post-visit:

Pre-Test Post-Te- Change

Math 34% 57% t+ 23* p=.001.

Electronic Music 33% 55% . + 22* p=-.001

Energy 28% 48% + 20* p=.001

Ships 47% 62% + 15* p=.005

Printing and 48% 60% + 12* p=.01
Papermaking

Note that the highest post-test scores are in areas where 'visitors

have the highest pre-test scores (Ships, Printing). This probably

reflects the more familiar, less conceptual nature of the material in

these exhibits and may indicate a "ceiling effect" in museum-based

learning.

Evaluation of Cognitive-Affective Test

The cognitive-affective test has generated a considerable amount of infor-

mation about the effect museum visit on the visitor population and

its component subgroups_ The cognitive section provides a measure of

museum-based learning and indicates variation in the instructional poten-

tial of different exhibits. On the other hand, the test of attitudes,

toward scientists, science-and technology proved to be too lOng and de-

tailed for the amount of information it yielded. It is interesting to

find out that visitors are strongly biased in favor of science; but since

question by quest an there is not sufficient patterned variation to give

us a more detailed analysis, it seems that one or two questions per sub-

scale would have sufficed. On the other hand, it would be worthwhile



to use the full test in a study in which responses of museum visitors

were compared to those of the general public.

The rating scale ("Faces Test," see 2.10Q)concerning general feeling

abou4th.e' museum gives an easily interpretable measure of visitors'

reaction. Two additional projective questions give us an indication

6f the museum's image. However, since (unlike the "Faces Test") there
4

is no difference between pre- and post-visit response to these associa-

tional questions, they would be more appropriate in a questionnaire

rather than on a test designed to measure the immediate impact of a visit.

Answers to questions about a visitor age, educational background, inter-

est in science and number of previous visits were interesting in terms

Of correlations with attitude and quiz scores. This section of the test

could be expanded to deal with additional variables such as occupation,

economic level, place of residence, etc.



A. Background

ORIENTATION

The orientation of visitors to the structure and contents of the

museum is an important aspect of the visit and one which is often low on

the list of priorities of the museum staff rtRobert Lakota (1975)

study of visitor response, conducted attthe National Museum of Natural

History, found that low scores on an exhibit identification test were

associated with points of spatial and subject matter confusion. In other

words, apparently people aren't receptive to information if the are feel-

ing Another problem is that of underused areas. In a multi-story

museum, the highest concentration of visitors is on the entrance floor.

At the Milwaukee Public Museum, which has three stories, visitors begin

at the bottom and move up. Less than half get to the third floor (Borhe

1968). Large museums face the additional problem of "museum fati

people try to see too much in one visit. They hurry through the museum

and end up spending a shorter period of time at individual exhibits.

A preliminary analysis of visitor orientation at The Franklin Institute

revealed that this was a major problem area. information was gathered

through brief interviews with members of the museum staff who come most

directly into contact with the visitors: guards, elevator operators,

cashiers, floor demonstrators and museum volunteers. A small sample of

visitors was tracked (followed) around the museum to discover walking paths,

key choice points, and underused areas. Finally, a questionnaire dealing

specifically with orientation was distributed to a sample of 216 visitors

(see Appendix P, pp. 8 5-8_ ).



As a result of these inquiries, it was found that the structure

the building did present problems to the visitor (see Map, Appendix B, p.87)

making the visit somewhat less satisfying and instructive than it might

,otherwise by. people reported particular difficulty in locating service,

facilities. Signing in the building was sparse, and most directional

signs were dimly lit and well above eye level. Another problem is pre-

sented by the intrinsic "peculiarity" of The Franklin Institute Museum

building, which was originally designed to be bilaterally symmetrical

but never Completed.

The floor-plan brochure distributed to all visitors when they entered

the Museum was found to be functioning well to assist people in locating

exhibits. However, many 1.!ltors qeem_to need to verify the information

they get from printed material byconsulting with _guards or demonstrators.

In addition to foreign visitors and youngsters who cannot read, many

people often have difficulty relating to printed information and require

verbal instruction. Guards and demonstrators are burdened by other re-

sponsibilities and may not understand the visitor's need to verify or-

receive verbal infoation. It would appear that there is a genuine need

for a special staff person or persons, located close to entry points,

whose primary responsibility is orientation.

The questionnaire revealed that the itinerary of a museum visit is

usually unplanned. Visitors wander until they find an interesting ex-

hibit; they generally try to see everything in the building in their

2-3 hour visit. This is probably the least rewarding way to see a museum.

The number and duration of stops tend to diminish as the visit progresses,

and people may never get, to exhibits and demonstrations they might really



enjoy. In this connection an int4resting discovery was mde. Most

Visitors reported seeing the whole museum floor by floor; however, it

was found that half the visitors were missing the top floor. Apparently

the European floor-numbering-systeM of THIRD, SECOND, FIRST and GROUND

confused vilitorN- and suggested-to-many people that there are only three

instead of four exhibit floors. The fact that the main stairwell ends

at the second floor reinforced the notion that Ground=Fir t Firs%rSecond

and Seconc1=Third.

B. Changes in Orientation

Following these baseline studies a number of important changes were

scheduled:

1. New directional, floor number, exhibit and service facility igns.

2. A change in floor numbers to FOURTH, THIRD, SECOND and FIRST.

3. Cross-sectional floor-plan maps mounted on the walls so that people

can see where they are in relation to exhibits and facilities.

information desk staffed full time by a person whose main function

is verbal guidance.

5. Experimental orientation material designed to provide some minimal

structure to the sequence of a visit.

Orientation Experiment

The term "orientation" as used here is broadly defined to encompass an

experiment in minimal instructional programming - a teaching experiment

using an adjunct system (such as a question sheet) to:provide some control

ova r of visit, b) motivation and c focus of attention.



There has been much ex _rimentation in the museum field in the use of

adjunct materials to enhance the teaching effectiveness of exhibits. -

These range from a simple map and guide sheet ti sophisticated -hardware

(Screven,.1976).

Recent et-forts in th in area have involved the structuring of exhibits as

planned learning sequences, producing a highly structured museumvisit.

The extreme case is the work of Nicol (1969) at the Boston Children's

11111-;eum, where! an entire exhibit was planned, set up and evaluated as a

controlled learning sequence. A c:.refully controlled learning expel: ice

can produce good performance on cognitive tests. However, it is important

to deter le whether museums can achieve their cognitive and affective

objectives without rebuilding their exhibits and.complcLely corh

the shape oE a muse= visit. This was the aim of the second phase of the

pilot study. The oPerating hypotheses for this experiment in orientation

. 0: , !,o r i t 01/11o.ii Is ii a top tzrtoY'

1:hoj (IPC Cfl(!OUV(1,(1C'l

t-b(t:f 1 at to 5 1/rr-.7 hoo MN(4?

t i I 1.11-1.1



Three experimental handouts were prepared (see Appendix C):

1. "Highlights Tour" -

recommends a sequence of exhibits to first-time visitors, especially

those who have only a short time to spend in the museum

"Search and Discover"

is a question game for parents and young children (recommended ages

5-10). This booklet consists of: an explanation to parents, a de-

tachable question sheet for children, an answer sheet with further

informa _ion and reading references, and an evaluation form. Questions

are simple and non-label based, emphasizing what children see and do

in the exhibits. Children who have filled in all of the correct'

answers (checked by the parents) receive a Franklin Institute Cortifi-

cate signed by the Museum Director.

The purposes of the "Search and Discover" game were: to give the

visit a focus, involve parents, help them with the role of "expert"

which they find themselves, wad: encourage pursuit of further

information after the vi sit.

7i. The "Museum Adventure Trail"

it; a quiz sheet similar to "Search and Discover but with more

challeng aq questions for older children, teenagers and interested

adults. Answers are posted at the information desk. The reward for

correctly ng the "Adventure Trail" is a coupon for a 10%

discount at Lhe qiCL $hop.

Tile;: ILLICIT a on maLoL;n1n woro not-. diLribulod Lo n11 viitors. Rather,

rhe voiainto HIHAng t ii Informati.on Dot:k woroinstructod to (Tclost

U



them to appropriate categories of visitors. The notion of "suggesting"

these materials to the visitor is important; as early as 1940 William E.

Kearns, in a study at the Peabody Museum at Yale University, demonstrated

that piles of printed orientation material are relatively ineffective

unless there is a person piesent to suggest their use and verify visitors'

understanding of the material.

D. Retesting Visitors

Ideally, tors should have been retested after the new signs, floor

numbers. rn a and Information Desk had been installed, with all other

facets of the museum remaining stable. In practice this pilot project

was conducted during a year of extensive construction and renovation in

preparation for the -Bicentennial. Since so much of the building bad been

altered, the baseline data could not be used as a. measure of visitors'

response to the museum at the time of the orientation- experiment. Con-

sequently, in evaluating the effect of the orientation materials, we

have had to comparethe post-test scores of a sample of 250 visitors who

used ono of tho three items to scores of a new control group of 250 post-

tested visitors who hat not used any of the materials (retest group)

rather than simply making comparison to scores from the baseline

host-teht.



1. Affective Retes

The effec of construction and renovation in the museum showed

up on the retest as a further decrease in' visitors' affective sco s,

Attitude toward Science,
Scientists, Technology

Highly Positive Feelings
'about the Museum'

0 rientation Materials

a. "Highlights Tour" Sheet

The4goals of the tour sheet

Retest
Baseline Baseline (Post-Test
Pre-Test Post -Test Only)

.

75t 14 15 68 p= 01

78% 66% 54 -14* 18%
decrease

(1) To improve learning scores and attitude toward the muscum
by directing visitors toward completed exhibits, thus de-
creasing the amount of time Spent wandering,

(2) To show particular increases for firsttime visitors and
for the adult age range.

Results of the retest show no significant improvement in general

quiz score f> in attitude. While adults do show a slight improve-

ment in quiz scores, first-time visitors' scores decreased:

WHOLE aA.MPLE

science AttitudD,
,

Highly Positive Feel-
ings about the Museum

FIRST-TIME VISITORS

Quiz

Science titnde

Retest Highlights
Control Tour

55%

6R%

64% 6

N s

+ 1 N.S.

N.

N.S.

69% 65J, ()1

'Figures indicate percen[aqe DE v_!s;itors

as representative DE the feetiLm abnu th visit



Clearly, the "Highlights Tour" sheet is not an effective

orientation device.

b. Search and Discover" Game

This game s et was designed for parents and young children.

Since these children were too young to be tested, we cannot

look at their scores But we did expect increases in the

cognitive and affective test scores of the age group conta

ing parents of young children (25-34).

Highly Positive Feel-
.

ings about the Museum

Quiz Score:

5-34

-15-49

Science Attitude:

25-34

35-

Retest Search and
Control Discover

64%

55%

50%

67%

67%

59% N. S,

cases

72% =F 5 p -001

no cases

WC, see that eelings about the museum are more positive, and

that attitude and to some extent quiz scores hove increased in

the 25-34 age group.

Visitors' Evaluation

Most parents did not turn in the tear -off evaluation sheet

to the "Search and Discover game. On the 61. sheets

returned the evaluation wai-; `_.tin

( lied it

f.j l y

clic 'fr. ILlie

St (100 reported that thei riiildien liked it



Comments which appeared on the sheets are listed below:

"Terrific idea, especially for a group of school children."

"More questions!"

"Very enjoyable, museum seemed very warm - but nonetheless
exciting."

"Very much enjoyed."

"Cood idea = iike a treasure hunt."

The children enjoyed it very much."

"Girl Scout Group age 12-13. A very good device for
seeing every display. Like I treasure hunt. Thanks.
Not easy." ^

"It was hard to find some things but we all think it was
a great idea."

"I found myself seeking out particular information which
enhances my learning and my powers of observation."

"Marvelous idea. It really encourages the children to
see the museum even though it may rush the adults."

"Tho children loved the museum - even the 211 year old."

More difficult questions-. Even my 4 year old had no
difficulty."

"Very helpful!"

"We enjuyed this very much."

"This made our visiL more fun wish we had all day to
cuver everything."

It would be a good idea to have something like this all
the time. It gave us a sense of purpose while going
through. Thanks."

No groat idea."

"Too muck [or MoLhor to do but is a good idea."

"1l/b; wa.-; a dood idea. Ir. ;flow.-, you how much you remember
L.laN



c. 'Museum Adventure Trail"

This self-quiz shoot was dire-Lod to ages 1T. through adult and

was designed to improve cognitive scores and attitude toward

the museum

Retest Adventure
WHOLE SAMPLE Control Trail

Qui?. 557, 59 + 4 p -= .05

Science Attitude 61-r. 63% p .001

Highly Positive Feel- A* = 22 increase
ings about the Museum

QUIZ SCORE :: Ac;P:

10-14 51". 54' N.S.

15-24 66':, + 7* p .(Th

25-34 55 67% +12* p

35-49 50". 57% + 7* p -=- .05

50 & over 1-,01 no cases

Note -hW- attitude toward the museum is a great deal more

-t,17

ositive'(pnd that quis scores have increased for all age groups.

Clearly, a self-quiz is an effective adjunct to MUEOUM exhibits.

d. Summary

Scorw; or vi2;1t0n.7 Isinp the ey:lentation materials show that

"Search and Discover" and "Adventure Trail" are effective whereas,

the "Hie': lights Tour" is This e:zperiment in orientation

1 em0a:-;traten a namher or pointt.--;:

(I) A fall in per.;) visit .-ittitudo toward the muzeum is not .71

npconanip'-ParapamiatnaL ol the end of a visit.

ipt Ii II, .- I : it no thatlita-



(2) Visitors enjoy a self-administered quiz and such a device

stimulates Museum-based learning.

(3) The pilot study has developed a test instrument and

procedure which is useful in evaluating changes in

museum operations.



VI. PROCESS OF VISIT

A. Attendance

The most direct way to measure the "attracting power" of an exhibit is

to count the number of visitors attending the exhibit during a specified

period of time. This figure can then be converted to a percentage of

"the total number of visitors in the museum in this time period and com-

pared to percentages attending other exhibit halls.1

A floor-plan map of the building (see Appendix B) with exhibit hall names

was distributed to a sample of 150 visitors. These visitors were asked

to trace their route through the museum and to indicate exhibits which

they "stopped to look at." This questionnaire enabled us to determine

general traffic flow patterns, effects of entrance used on the path of

visit, population density in different parts of t14 building, attendance
1

on the diffrent floors, and well and poorly attended exhibits. The seine
,fl

questionnaire also provided information on the number of exhibits attended

by each visitor. The latter data, combined with figures on amounts of

time spent in the museum, allowed us to arrive at the number of exhibits

seen during a "typical visit" and the average amount of time spent per

exhibit.

1
Our count bore is base d no visitors reports of exhibits attended rather than
on observers' counts of individuals entering an exhibit hall. Sinde some of our
exhibit halls Function as corridors to other exhibits, visitors would have to
be timed and determined to have spent more than some minimum amount of time in
order to be counted as lrIving "attended" an exhibit. To circumvent this
problem we have used vistform" con reports of exhibit attendance.



1. Floor Attendance

Attendance in exhibit halls at The Franklin Institute reflects not

only the popularity of the exhibit but also its location in the

building its accessibility.

Only one half of the visitors reach the top floor:

Floor Number

3

1

_

Percentage of Visitors

54%

94%

.96%

Ground 97%

The high percentages on Floors Ground-2 can be explained by the presence

entrances on the ground and first floors and by the fact that the

large pendulum stairwell takes visitors to Ground, 1 and 2 but does

re ch the 3rd floor.

Exhibit Attendance

In interpreting attendance in exhibit halls, we have compared the

number c3'f visitors to the hall to the numb on that floor of the

building. Our index of the "attracting power" of an exhibit is:

of visitors in this hall
X 100

of visiters on this floor

The following is a -L ;if exhibits ranked according to attracting

power. The percentag of total museum attendance is also given i n nrle

to indicate which hall are actually underused.



EXHIBIT ATTENDANCE

Enortly

Floor
Numbor

Floor
AlLnaanco

Total
Attendance

R2%

)

2. Ship iJ 9 888)

)

3. Aviation 1 8-V.)

) GOOD
4. Nath 3 82 ) 44

)

5. Trin 0 80"7,)

)

C. Colloctorla Gallery 3 75'2

7. 2 63'1

)

8. Neart 1 58,1.)

) MODERATE
5C,7,

9. Hall of T11usion 58'i)

)

10. beauty in the Unjvcrse 3 547)

**A
11. :Symmetry 43'

)

12- Observatory 42-,)

)

23L,

13. Franklin Hall 1 411.)

11. Autos
),

) LOW
15. Ben's Shop

)

11. Nlectromagnetio Spect.rum 39-)

)

17. Printing 37,)

)

10. Plan(2t:_orLuml

19. Apollo
) VERY LOW

20. Mirror;. of Amorica 1 1O-H.)

1
.The Planetiarium'o low doryiir- io ';-:;l ii' bv tho tho it la c limited

hi ;-cr,H;--11 ii W1 ,trld .! !MI cliaro



13_ --ances

The Franklin Institute has two entrances. An imposing main entrance

leads to a grand lobby on the first floor. A secondary entrance on

another street leads to the 'ground floor Planetarium entrance (see Map,

Appendix B). The most significant difference in the pattern of visits

set up by the two entrances is that in cold weather visitors using the

side entrance tend to carry their coats, since the main coat check is

at the other entrance and an auxiliary checkroom is not clearly visible.

Very few of these side-entrance visitor._; ever get to the fre,2 Sound and

Light Show in the Benjamin Franklin Naticpal Memorial (see Map, Ap-endix B),

since they have to exit from the paid museum area in order to see the/

show. They must show their admission ticket stubs in order to re-enter.

C. Time Spent A "- pical Visit'

From our data on exhibit attendance and amount of time spent in the museum,

it appears that there are two types of "typical" visit (see Figures 5 and 6).

Time Spent Number of Exhibits Seen

Short isit, 2 hours 9-11

Long Visit, 3-31: hours 14

Viewing times for exhibit halls and displays can also be calculated:

Average time per exhibit hall = 12 minutes

Average number of displaN per hall 23 displays
1

Average time pec display = .52 minutes (31 seconds

For a definition of "display,' see p. 64.

This is consistent with the findin(Th o previous researchers (sec Parsons,

1968, pp. ascl Thertel, 16Th 3H) who Counc! that visitors spend

40 seconds or less at each display.
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It is interesting to note that we found no difference in the length of a

visit and number of exhi seen between the winter and spring seasons

between vi _torgroups using the two different museum entrances.

P. Preferencof-

Harris Ehettel (1968) proposed a tripartite measure of exhibit effective-

ness: attracting power, 'nolding power (average time spent at the exhibit)

and teaching effectivenes. We have discussed both attracting power

(attendance) and teaching effectiveness (quiz score). With regard to

holding power, rather than determining the average amount of time spent

in the exhibit 11-11, we have substituted the variable "popularity."

A questionna see Appendix B) was distributed to a sample of 115

visito-s, who 'were asked td indicate whether they liked, disliked, or

didn't see each of the exhibits listed. The percentage of people who

liked and disliked each of the exhibits was detennin --d The percentage of

visitors who disliked iibit was then subtra the percentage

who liked the exhibit, and the resultant score was rank ordered to give

us_ the following list of exhibits in order

EXHIBIT

of popularity:

LIKE
DISLIKEDISLIKE

Energy 1 90 2 88
Trains R8 4 84
Aviation 3 86 5 81
Hall of Illusion- 3 80. 8 '1
Physics 4 88 10 _8

8111s 5 81 11 70
Heat 14 68
Mirrors 7 7A 13 65
Observatory 8 74 10 64
Math 0 77 14 63
Franklin Hall 10 is) 10 P,o

Electr(mma(nletjc Sp(.*!-ruM 11 71 14 57

Boauty in the 'iretH- 12 ,,_, wi .19 50
Collector's Gal1e'ry 13 66 17 49



et

E. Exhibit E ectiveness

the,following table, we have ranked museum ibits on the basis of

data on attendance (R1) and popularity (R2) and then averaged the two, to

give an effectiveness rating (R3). In the column on.the far right, the

rank order for the instructional power of.the six exhibits for which the

Cognitive was given is listed.
1

-Haalmore of the exhibits in the museum remained constant during the period
of testingtfor this pilot study, a greater number would have been included
in the cognitive test, in which case our final "effectiveness" score could
be Ipased on instructional power as well



EXHIBIT EFFECTIVENESS

ATTRACTING POWER POPULARITY

L

INSTRUCTIONAL POWE

(POST-TEST SCORE -

EXHIBIT EFFECTIVENESS R3 (1 FLODR ATTENDANCE) R1 (% LIKE-DISLIKE) R2 PRE-TEST SCORE)*

,

Energy 88 1 88 1 88 I +20%

Aviation 84 2 87 2 81

Trains 82 80 7 a84

Ships 79 4 88 1 70 5 +15% 4

Electronic Music 79 4
, 79

14%,

Math 73 5 . 82 63 9 +23% 1

Physics 71 6 63 , 7 78 4 +12%

Hall of Illusions 70 7 ' 58 8 81

Heard 63 8 58 68

Collectors Gallery 62 75 49 13

Franklin Hall 55, 10 51 11 59 10

Observatory 53 11 42 10 64 8

Beauty in the Universe 52 12 54 9 _50 12

Pectromagnetic Spectrum 4 13 39 12 57 11

gir r8 39 14 13 14 65

Printing & Papermaking 37 15 37 13 -- +12%

Cognitive test given for six exhibits only.



VII. El IBITRY

Now that we have discovered what the visitors see, how they get there,

they learn d what they like, we would like to know why some exhibits

are more "effective" than others, i.e., the elements f which a good exhibit is

composed. To answer this question experimentally rather than intuitively would

require many studies using experimental exhibits varying only one or a small"

number of selected features at a time. An example of such a study is one done

by Laurie Eason and Marcia Linn (1975) at the Lawrence Hall of Science in

Berkeley, California. Eason and Linn found that both visitor-operated demon-

straton machines and open-ended activity booths "are effective exhibit methods

for presenting scientific principles" 27). Another pioneering study was

done by Lee A. Parsons (1968) at the Milwaukee Public Museum. Parsons set up a

series of exhibits to test three characteristics:

a. Kind and quality of labeling

b. Degree of visual complexity

c. Use of color as a visual aid

Visitors were tested to determine the success of the exhibit in:

a. Communication

b._ Education

c. Entertainment

Parsons found that visitors favor:

More detailed labeling

A declarativIt- or didactic vs. question approach to labeling

C. Complex (i.e., many specimens) vs= simple display q.

D Limited use of color L.



He concludes that "organized clutter" and emph sis..on specimens instead of

color background have greater appeal to natural history museum visitors.

In .the absence of experimental displays set up specifically to determine

effectiveness, we have made a rough calculation of the effect of two of Parsons'

Aiactors - degree of visual complexity and use of color - on the attracting

power, instruction wer and populiarity of existing museum exhibits, using our

data on exhibit attendance and popula4ty and-cognitive test scores. In addi-. *

tion, we have examined the effect- of participation through pushbuttons and

other devices on visitor response.

Complexity

To get rough measuro of the complexity of individual exhibition halls,

we have looked at the number of displays in the hall_

A "display", is here defined as: an enclosed glass case, a participatory

device, or a panel or set of panels concerning a single topic and having

uniform design treatment: "Display" is by no means a clearly defined

variable since, especially in the case of panels, it is frequently diffi-

culO t to find the boundaries of a dispY Nevertheless, since we lack a

clearer unit, we have counted the number of displays and observed the

following (see Figure 7):

Visitors prefer the more complex exhibit halls, having

30-40 displays per room, as opposed to the halls having

sparser more contemporary display style.

There is a significant and positive correlation ,between number of displays

and percentage of visitors liking the exhibit -(r=44-55,



90 -
FIG 7 COMPLEXITY X POPULARITY

FIG 8 COLOR X POPULARITY



Bickraround Colors

As the number of background colors increases, the percentage of visitors

who dislike the room increases, That is

There is a negative correlation between popularity and number

oft background colors (r= -.53, p = . 05) (see Figure 8).

Popularity K23 At.:tri2-251Zte2L

It is to be noted that the number of displays and background colors affects

thepopula y of an exhibit hall bUt not its"attracting power ". There is

no significant correlation bet%4?een these variab es and visitor attendance

(either floor attendance or percent

Participation

otal museum attendance)

We were interested in observing the impact on visitor of direct in

action with exhibits. "Participatory devices" are generally thought

be more effective than static exhibits in attracting and holding visitors'

attention and communicating content (Thiel-, 1975). Participatory device

is here defined as anything which the visitor can change through direct

handling, or a large structure which the visitor walks or climbs on, into

or through '("climb-on").

Our data shows a direct correlation between popularity and

number cif participatory devices room (r=+.69, p.01).
1

When we look at popularity and the density (as opposed to the number) of
pai'ticipatory displays (i.e., square feet of exhibit space divided by number
of participatory displays in the room) we see a slightly weaker but still
positive correlation (r 440) which is not significant given this limited
sample. Consideration of popularity and the percent of participatory
displays as opposed to static displays in a hall gives an even weaker
correlatiorl (r = +36)



However, we also see that there is a strong inverse corre

between instructional power and number of participatory devices

19.05).) (See Figure 10.)

Since the latter is based on a sample of only four exhibit halls, we may

be seeing the effects of particular forms of parti ip ory device as

opposed to the category "participatory devices" in general=
p

However, if e separate button-pushing from other participatory devices,

we see that:

Pushbuttons account ost of the negative correlation

with instructional power (r= -.92, p-.06).

Pushbuttons, are frequently only start buttons and don't allow real inter-

action with the display. .They do not help visitors to perceive significant

cause and effect relationships.

In terms of popularity, both pushbuttons and other participatory dev!ces

_

correlate positively with the percentage of visitors liking the exhibit

hall (r=+.50 and .58 respectively).
1

We conclude from the above that pushbuttons seem to hinder rather than help

the communication of scientific facts and principles.

. ueee c.ful participatory lear Um rning' devices _) visitos to.2

manipulate objects ,n their enviro arnent to conduct experiments

to explore the effects of variation a and observe= the results.

1A11 of the correlations in this section are based on a small sample of exhibits.
In order to be really certain that the relationships observed are not simply
true of the limited group of exhibits studied here, it is necessary to conduct
a comparative study in a sampling of science museums to generate a sufficiently
large and diverse data base (see pp. 75-6).

-67-



Yet pushbuttons, found with great frequency in many science flseums,

do appeal to visitors. They can be effectively used in introductory and

transitional areas of an exhibpt to attract visitors' attention and

involvement;but the push but on alone is not effective in areas where

conceptual content is to be conveyed.
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VIII MUSEUM EFFECTIVENESS

We began our museumeffectiveness study with a goal-rating scale. We will

return now to that list in order to evaluate the museum's effectiveness in

achieving these goals.

0. Stimulate an interest -in science: According to the visitors' interest

profiles and to the scores on the science interest sub-scale of the

attitude test, museum visitors are a pre-selected group having a substan-

tial interest in science. It would seem then that the goal as stated

above is inappropriate for the current poPulation of visitors. "Stimulate"

should be replaced by "maintain and increase" an interest in science.

Baseline test scores indicate that interest is slightly lower at the

0

end of a visit (pre-test: 63%, post -test 60%). On the other hand, orienta-
,

tion materials, did increase interest levels, indicating that the lower post-

visit score is not due to the waning of motivation at the end of the visi

Develop an understanding of the impact science and technol
4

daily_ life: This is the third sub-scale.on the affective test. Again we

see a drop from pre-test (78%) to post -test (73%). As has been previously

mentioned, this is a clearly negative finding. It suggests that exposure

science and technology are not enough; the impact of items displayed

on the daily life of the visitor must be emphasized in the contents and

labels of the exhibit. Apparently, current exhibits are, a visitor's

point of view, C'omewhat remote. Their implications -st be made explicit
0

and not 1-ft to extrapolation by the visitor.



Stimulate curio: Our original experimental design called for the

measurement of curiosity in terms of-the percentage of visitors signed,

up to receive copieS of the correct answers to. the museum quiz. Since

nearly 100% of the visitors taking the quiz wanted to be sent the answer

sheet, we- _elude that the quiz itself stimulated curiosity. There was

no observable difference between pre- and post -visit In light of

the findings in "A" above, we can suppose that it might be wise to alter

the goal from "stimulate" to "maintain and increase" curiosity, since it

it is 1 ly that our visitors are a highly curious

D. Entertain, amuse, and give pleasure; and

E. Develo -I ive feelings about the museum and a desire to return

r "Face Test" gives us an indication of visitors' feelings about the

museum. The decrease from pre-test (78%) to post-test (66%) in the number

of visitors selecting a broad smile as indicative of their feelings about

the museum and the success of orientation materials such as the "Adventure

Trail" (posttest 78%) tells us that more needs to be done in the area of

visitor communication and orientation. Clearly, the whole context as well

as the content of exhibits is important here. It seems likely that after

all the Changes indicated in the chapter on orientation are implemented,

and the disruption of Bicentennial construction has been eliminated,

visitors will have ,a more favorable response to the museum.

-71-
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F. Teach basic science coll2e2Ls_

Here the museum is clearly successful. The average post-visit score (54%)

shows an increaseof 18 percentage, points, which represents a 50% increase

1

over the pre-visit score (36%). Particularly large increases are seen

for elementary school children. eo- visitors who used our muse--

sheets, we seen even greater increases.

It is likely that there is a limit to the amount cf exhibit - based. earningi.
possible in a free - access, unprograMmed situation. Harris Shettel (1968)

used a control group of paid subjects who were instructed to learn as much

fof the exhibit content as they could before they were tested. At best,

theiy scores were neter. higher than 75%. Shettel suggests that this may

represent a limit, and that some sort`of response reinfordement is needed

in order to exceed this threshold. The observation that an average of ,

50-75% of the information content of an exhibit is co unicatedlo the

casual visitor may be useful to msueum staff. It offers a reAli$tic goal

a

in formulating testing objectives and suggests that ifthe'exhibit

being used for instructional purposes and the assimilation of more infor-

mation is desired, a lecturer, demonstrator'or adjunct teaching system
1

, quiz sheet, game, etc-.) is required.

For a full discussion of tle dse of adjunct systems in a museum context
see Screven (1976)..



G,' Teach that science is a recess, a way of looking at th

-Success in achieving this goal has not been teited in this study. It is

unlikely that a viqit to The Franklin Institute Musdum would produce

signficant change on such a measure since an explanation of the scientific

method is nowhere explicit in the museum's exhibits and, as We have

said in the case of communicating the impact of science and technology-

on daily life, ("B" above), such information, must be made explicit in order ,

for visitors to grasp it.

Develo more #ositive attitudes tow

Here, as in the case of the highest priority goal (stimu_ be an interest

d science and t_ hnolo

in science) pre-14s es are already quite high (79%); and even given
4.1

a slight decrease on he,post-test (which we have attributed to Bicentennial

construction), we can see that the museum tends to attract visitors who

have strongly positive attitudes toward science and technology. Rather

than simply revising this goal to "maintain" positive attitudes, the museum

staff is tending toward a changed goal of "developing an understanding of

the capabilities and limitations of- science and technology." This is a

response to current concern with the possibly harmful long -term consequencOS

of the indiscriminant application of science and, technology.



MMENDATIONS CONCERNING OCAIS

fling the overall record, recommendations with respect to -goal-

achievement fall into four categories:

(1) .Revise goals to,alter expectations (in light of high.Rre-visit scores)
0

Maintain and increase interest in science

Maintain and increase curiosity

Develop an understanding of the capabilities and limitations
of science -and technology

.

Develo more ex exhibit content constERLEI:

Impact of science and technology,on daily life

Science as a proCess, a way of looking at things

Increase effor s to:

Entertain, amuse and give pleasure.

Develop positive feelings about
desire to return

11

Maintain current suca-LIrl:

. -

Teaching basic science concepts

9
-74-
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IMPLICATION S OF THIS STUDY

The pilot study discusse-d here and the Other references cited represent

the first level Of investigati In addition to such single - institution

studies, we must hove to a second.level of analysis 7 comparative study of

data from a:br--d sampling of institutions in order to test the findings

studies done-in a single museum andpo deterkine their range of applicability.

This is the research -model of the social sciences and natural history. It

contrasts with the mqdel of controlled laboratory experimentation usually,

employed in physical and bidlogical science research. In the former case,

conclusions take the form of statistical statements, with specification of

execeptions, rather than tending toward definitive statements about isolated

experimental systems.

one product of this pilot study is the development of a research model

and a set of instruments which will allow a museum to measure the effeCtive-

ness.of its'exhibies and of new experiments in exhibitry and programming.

We now need a comparative study of data collected in a broad range of museums

in order to have a large enough sample of exhibits to distinguish general

principles of exhibitry and visitor response from the effects of specific

museum contexts.

A comparative study would give us a measure of the performance of

visitors in a variety of museum contexts. In the case of the cog:itive-

affective test used in this study, our baseline data shows a slight decrease

in attitude scores from pre- to post-visit. Retesting indicates that one

way this fall can be avoided is through the use of specially designed

-75-



orientation materials. We do not know the upper limit to which it is

possible to aspire. Perhaps, as in the case of the cognitive test, a score

of approximately 75% should be regarded as the goal for-post-visit perfO ce

The availability of _ample data from a ranee of museums will allow -us to

olibery the effects of specified museum and visitor charadieristics (such as

musei size, subject range and geographic location and visl.tor age, interest

and educational background) and also to abstract those generalities which do

hold true for all situations.

suchian approach is long term d cOuld be costly in that it implies

research activities in many museums, requiring the allocation of time, money

and personnel. 'However, at the present time it appears to be the only way to

get really meaningful results results which will provide museum decision.-

makers with concrete guidelines and recommendations for improving .existing

facilities, exhibits and programs and introducing successful xnnovat ons.
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APPENDIX A

EDUCATIONAL VALUE OF 4A MUSEUM 3JI S IT

TEACHERS' OBSERVATIONS
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EDUCATIO V

One p the 'mOS

OF A MUSElM VISIT TEA RS' OBSERVATIONS

= questions which arises in connection ith

attempts to.underStandthe impact of a visitsto the Science Museum is '

are the lasting.effectsr Does the visit produce a change which carries over t

other activities Does the, museum play a significant role in a larger museum-
.

community system involving schools, libraries, T.V., films, and other museums?

Does the museum visit and the social communication of visitor's response Stim-

ulate participation in activities which will increase science learning? Dees'

it create an increased receptivity t science learning?

It is extremely difficult to ascertain the halo effects of a museum visit.

Even if visitors could be recaptured after sometime, control is not possible.'

We couldn't say with certainty that behavior observed or reported is due to

the impact of the museum visit.

In order to get some answer to these questions, we asked a sample of

school teachers who brought their classes to the museum to do our observing for
0

us. Since the teachers are able to watch the .children's reactions over time,

we are able to get some indication of carryover effects. A

tionnaire was distributed to teachers of 200 visiting school groups as they

entered the museum. Of the 59 replies received-1 22 includedVa response to

our question on the impact of the visit. The text of the question is as

follows:

What evidence did you obsgrve any) ct a positive,

negative or lack of change in sour students' attitudes

toward science and technology as a result of the museum

1
The average response rate for a Mail-back questionnaire is approximately
one-third.



visi ( ?1,-., of sitive. change : increase

fre4Uency.of science-related questionS and class

participation in science -lessons: interest in

science books froM museum shop, library or book=

.store; interest in seeing.or discussing science

films or watching science shows on TV; negative

change: decreases in this behavior, complaints

about science 1 tc.)

Replies given in the teachers' own words are, arranged by grade level.

Obviously, our sample is limited and such indirect assays are somewhat

biased (we are seeing the children through their teachers' eyes). Nevertheless,

the following reports a cei ainly strong indications of an increase in

science receptivity on the part of school children as a result of their

museum visit.

1
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PRE-SCHOOL

"It opened up their eyes to science and the id around them"

"They ted to.hear more stories about the constellations"

"The children remembered the things ;they sew- They ecitedly
told parents and friends the things they saw, which ugually I

only happens i/h4n something very special happens, at this age"

KnIDERGARTEN

"Trip helped reinforce unit on the Sky. Class enjoyed the visit
and next day we discussed what they saw, drew pictures, wrote
stories"

GRADE 1

"We had constant discussions about the exhibits we saw for days
after our trip"

f

"Interest in science books frog' The Instructional Materials Center"

"Questions about what they saw. Discussions of what they saw!" j

G E 2

"They responded quite well to all in the museum and this enthusiasm
was brought back to our classroom"

"It was something new to them and a different environment than a
classroom"

"They expressed their liking by asking to discuss what they saw and
asking questions about things that they didn't fully understand and
they desired an explanation"

"Plan to visit with their own parents and

"Children as usual were fascinated by the
Technology. We discussed those exhibits
experience charts"

10 ,

-BO-

families"

Trains, Heart, Motor
in follow-up lessons and



GRADE 3

"They want to know .more about finding the constellations.- We-witl
be making star chartp to'use with flashlights for projection"

"A few students s el to .be more interested in science books"-

13.,ADE 4

"The children were fascinated by the exhibits, however, I felt they
were too young tp really appreciate it"

"This class made an excellent response to science and this visit only
aroused them all the more. Interest'in museum shop and books,
library and science shows"

"Several took out books from library concerning exhibits we saw"

"The, planetarium visit reinforced interest in astronomy. Followed
up on the speakers instructions to Viewthe sky that night. Want
to have a telescOpe"

"During science lessons, if we mention a p
up examples from things they saw"

SPECIAL EDUCATION

ticular area, they bring

"Generated an enthusi sm and discussion of things they
(Class for the Hearing Impaired)

HIGH SCHOOL

t created added interest in their work"

"Many more- questions about science in general, -particularly. from
articles appearing in newspapdrs"

"As physics students and high school--seniors, my stuctents are
already highly motivated and interested in science. Their enthu-
siasm for their astronomical observation project picked up
considerably, however"

104
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PILOT STUDY UESTIONNAIRES
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WHY DID YOU COME TO THE FRANWN-INSTITUTE MUSEUM?

WE'D LIKE To KNOW.

PLEASE CHECK ANY OF THENREASONOHICH APPLY To You:

FOR FUN
BECAUSE YOU LIKE MUSEUMS
TO LEARN SOMETHING ABOUT SCIENCE (
TO LEARN- HOW SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY AFFECT OUR DAILY LIFE
TO LEARN HOW THINGS WORK
TO SEE WHAT S IN THE FRANKLIN INS ITUTE MUSEUM
TO SEE A SPECIAL EXHIBIT WHICH PLEASE.FILL IN)
TO SEE A PLANETARIUM SHOW
TO'ISEE THE DEMONSTRATIONS
TO BRING YOUR CHILDREN
YOU ARE ON A FAMILY OUTING
TO SHOW AN OUT` -OF -TOWN VISITOR THE MUSEUM
TO SHOW FRIENDS TONE MUSEUM
YOU ARE TOURING PHILADELPHIA ALONE OR WITH YOUR FAMILY
YOU ARE PART OF A GROUP TOUR DR OTHER SPECIAL PROGRAM
YOU ARE ON A TRIP WITH YOUR SCHOOL CLASS
OTHER WHAT: (PLEASE FILL IN).

HOW LONG Do YOU PLAN To STAY? (CHECK ONE)

ESS THAN HOUR
HOURS
HOUR

MORE, THAN HOOPa

HOW OLD ARE You? (CHECK ONE)
4

= M YEARS OLD'

0+

IS THIS YOUR FIRST VISIT To THE FRANKLIN INSTITUTE MUSEUM? (CHECK ONE)

14

9

YES
NO

IF THIS IS NOT YOUR FIRST VISIT,-WHEN WAS THE LAST TIME You CAME HERE? (CHEC
ONE

MORE THAN 5 YEARS AGO
1 5 YEARS AGO
6 MONTHS TO 1 YEAR AGO
LESS THAN S MONTHS AGO

IF You HAV BEEN HERE BEFORE, WITH WHOM DID YOU COME ON YOUR FIRST VISIT?
(CHECK ONEI

FAMILY
SCHOOL CLASS
FRIEND
OTHER WHO? (PLEASE FILL IN)



WE'D LIKE TO GET TO KNOW OUR VISITORS A BIT BETTtR AND LEARN HOW YOU CAME TO. VISIT
THE FRANKLIN INSTITUTE MUSEUM. WE'D APPRECIATE YOUR TAKING A FEW MINUTES TO FILL OUT THIS
QUESTIONNAIRE. PLEASE CIRCLE THE ANSWER THAT APPLIES TO YOlip

1. Where do you co* from? '

A. Philadelphia B. Surrounding Suburbk.. C. Other (plea:se fill in

2. With whom did you come here?.
A. Alone B. With others,' How Mapy? (fill in)

, -

Whose idea was it
(fill in)

They are: 1. Family 2 Friends
3. Other

come to the Museum (eg. own idea, father, mother, friend)?
How old are you? years old

Did you hear about the Museum recently?
A. NO B. YES If yes, where?

1. From frien0
2. From_relatives
3. In newspaper Which? (fill in
4. In magazine Which? (fill in
5% On TV
6, In school
7. Other. Where?. (fill in)

Is

A.

yodr first visit to The Franklin Institute?
B. NO If no, with whom.did you come on your

1. Class trip
2., Special group. What kind? (+44J
3., Family
4. Friends
5.'- Other

visit? r

6. What are your main personal interests? (Circle as many as apply)
A. Science B. Social Science C. Art D. Music E. Literature F. Politics G. Sports,
H. Crafts -I, Other

7. What sciences interest you most? (Circle as many as apply)
A. Physics, Chemistry, Engineering
B. Biology, Ecology, Medicine
C. Anthropology, Psychology, Sociology
D. Math

B. What else have you done or are you planning to do in Philadelphia today?
A. See sights B. Shop C. .Restaurant D. Theater or Concert E. Sporting Event
F. Zoo, G. Movies H. Visit friends I. Other (fill in)

9. What do you like to do in your spare time?
A. Go to movies- B. Watch sporting events C. Go shopping O. Read E. Watch TV'
F. Go to theater or concert G. Visit friends H. Other

10. Are you a member of The Franklin Institute Museum? A. NO B. YES

11. Have you come to any special Museum programs in the past year?
A. Lectures B. Films C. Classes D. Other

12. Did you ever work for this or any other museum?
A. NO B. YES If yes, did you work: 1. a volunteer

2. aid position. What job?

THANK YOU SO MUCH FOR YOUR HELP:



HOW-DID YOU FIND THINGS IN THE FRANKLIN INSTITUTE MUSEUM

WE'D LIKE TO KN

HOWLONG DID YOU STAY IN THE MUSEUM TODAY? (CHECK QiE)

(FESS_THAN 1-HOUR 2 3 HOURS
2 HOURS, MORE Tr HOURS

HOW DID YOU nECiaLHAILIQ3EE 1,N THE'MUSEUM TOWN? (CHECK AS MANY AS APPLY)
WALKED UNTIL YOU FOUND AN WERESTING EXHIBIT
LOOKED AT ALMOST EVERYTHINO
KNEW WHAT YOU WANTED TO SEE BEFORE COMING IN TODAY
USED THE MUSEUM MAP AND DEMONSTRATION SCHEDULE'
SAW MOSTLY THINGS YOU KNOW ABOUT AND/OR ARE:ESPECIALLY INTERESTED IN
READ-EXHIBIT ANNOUNCEMENTS ON BULLETIN ROARS AT ENTRANCES
READ LIST OF EXHIBITS IN THE ELEVATORS
USED TEACHER'S GUIDE SENT OUT BY THE MUSEUM
OTHER. PLEASE EXPLAIN

HOW 'DID YOU LQCAIE EXHIBITS AND DEMONSTRATIONS? (CHECK AS MANY A§ APPLY)
_ USED THE MUSEUM MAP AND DEMONSTRATION SCHEDULE

'

ASKED GUARDS) ELEVATOR OPERATORS) OR CASHIERS
'ASKED FLOOR ATTENDarS
HAD BEEN HERE BEFO! AND KNEW WHERE THINGS ARE
WANDERED) LOOKED AT ALMOST EVERYTHIN
WANDERED UNTIL YOU FOUND SOMETHING ESPECIA LY INTtRESTING.
OTHER, PLEASE EXPLAIN

HOW OFTEN DID YOU BACKTRACK OR RETRACrY00/STEfS TO FIND EXHIUTS? (CHECK
OFTEN SOMETIAES RARELY

HOW EASILY'DID/YOU FIND THE1EXHIBITS OR DEMONSTRAT4ONS YOU WANTED TO SEE?
(CHEC( ORE)

EASILY FOUND EVERYTHI YOU WANTED TO'SE.E
HAD SOME TROUBLE FIND _G CERTAIN EXHIBITS ANDIOR DEM NSTRATIONS
WHICH ONES? (PLEASE F_ L IN)
NEVER FO[INI CERTAIN EWBITS AND OR DEMONSTRATIONS
WHICH ONES. (PLEASE FILL IN)

HOW EASILY DID YOU FIND THE FACILITIESLYOU WANTED TO USE? (CHECK QNE FOR EACH
FACILITY)

NO TROUBLE SOME DIFFICULTY HARD TO FIND
MC.DONALD'S
LUNCHROOM
REST ROOMS
TELEPHONES
ELEVATORS
STAIRWAYS

WHAT PARTS OF THE MUSEUM 'DID YOU SEE (CHECK ALL WHICH APPLY)

CONSCIOUSLY TRIED TO LIMIT WHAT YOU TRIED TO SEE TODAY
TRIED TO SEE EVERYTHING
SAW THE WHOLE MUSEUM FLOOR BY FLOOR
SAW,ALL OF GROUND FLOOR (MC DONALD'S AND PLANETARIUM LEVEL)
PART'OF GROUND FLOOR
SAW ALL OF FLOOR 1 PART OF ,FLOOR 1
SAW ALL OF FLOOR 2 PART OF FLOOR 2

SAW ALL OF FLOOR 3 PART OF FLOOR 3



/

.

?

.\.DID YOU t-INVIHAT YOU WERE Lcji- AT ANYJIME?
.

YES AO.
.

niF'YES--; VIHAT DID IOU ao?

GUARDS
ASKE5 FLOOR ATTENDANTS
ASKED ELEVATOR-OPERATORS
USED 'MU EUM MAP
OTHER. HAT?

,HOW OFTEN i)0 You Go To Mu MS?

QNCE A YEAR OR LESS
z -,3 TIMES A YEAR
3 5 TIMES A YEAR

5 -12 TIMES A YERR
1 7 TIMES A MONTH
ONCE A WEEK OR MORE

ditOPEt

How TIRED ARE You?

COULD NOT TAKE ANOTHER STEP
WOULD LIKE TO SEE MORE, BUT,AM A BIT:TOO TIRED TO ENJOY'CONTINIRNG TODAY
NOT VERY TIRED AND GOT TO SEE EVERYTHING
NOT VERY TIRED AND GOT TO SEE WHAT YOU WANTED TO SEE
NOT'VERY TIREDJ.BUT LEAVING BECAUSE YOU HAVE OTHER THINGS TO DO TODAY

/

Eld



TRACE YOUR PATH THROUGH THE FRANKLIN INSTITUTE

We would like to see *654 you went through the MtAaum end what you
stopped to look at. Start at the entrance-and drawA line to show.

/ where you went. Put a star (*) on all_ the things you

OBSERVATORY

BEAUTY
IN-THE
UNIVERSE

COLLECTORS' GALLERY

3RD FLOOR

. HALL OF

it

.SCIENCE

LIBRARY

2ND FLOOR

FRANKLIN MEMORIAL HAL

FCTRONIC
MUSIC

AVIATT

CDONALD'o

ELECTRO-M
SPECTRUh

APOLLO

TRAINS

PLANETARI

LUNCHROOM

CTURE'
HALL

PAPER
MAKING

PRINTING

_THANKS SO MUCH FOR YOUR HELP

1ST PLOOF

GROUND
FLOOR

ELEVATORS



WHAT DID 11.011 LIKE?

The Museum is a dynamic place -- exhibits change fairly often. Which,of

the exhibits did you miss and which did you. /like or dislike? (Please check)

3rd Floor

Observatory
Beauty -in -the- universe

Math
Collector's Gallery

2nd Floor

Physicp
Hall of Illusions

Energy
Ships

1st Floor

"The Man Wh6 Chased Whirlwinds"
"Mirrors of America"

Heart
Bicycles
Aviation

Ground Floor

Coin Press
ElectrkonVagnetic Spectrum

Planetarium
Trains

DISLIKE DIDN'T SEE



EI El QU TUB D B

QUESTIONNAIRE FOR TEACHERS

We need your help in assessing the effectiveness of our muleum.? Please take a few
minutes to complete this civestionnaire. It will help make The.Franklin Institute Science
Museum and Planetarium a more effective teaching resource.

When you have finished the queltionnaire, please place it in the enclosed stamped self-
address envelope and return it to use. Thank you for your help'

NAME OF SCHOOL GRADE TEACHER

Why did you bring your class'-to The Franklin Institute?
(Check any of the reasons which apply)

For fun
BecauSe you like museums
To teach the class something, about science
To teach the class how science and technology affect their daily lives
To supplement a classroom science unit. Which? (please fill in)

To show the class what's in The Franklin Institute Museum
To- see a special exhibit. Which? (please fill in)
To see a Planetarium show
To see the exhibit hall demonstrations
To attend a museum lesson. Which one? (please fill in)

How long di'd you stay in the museum? Check ONE:
Less than 1 hour
1 2 hours

- 3 hours
3 - 4 hours
More than 4 hour

What else did you do with your class today?
Regular school- program
Went to the zoo
Went to the Academy of Natural Sciences
Went to see some other Phila. sights. Which ones? (please fill

Nothing else. Only the Museum visit.

Is this the first time you have brought a class to The Franklin Institute Museum?
YES NO-

If this is not your first visit, when was the last time you brought a class here?
(Check one):

More than 5 year's ago
1 - 5 years ago
6 months to 1 year ago
Less than 6 months ago

How.ma0 times in the last 5 years have you brought a class to the museum (fill i

Are you interested in bringing another class to the museum?
YES NO If not, why?

As an overall learning experience, how would you rate your class' museum visit?
Excellent Above average Average Below Average Poor



Do you feel the museum visit has enabled your students:

To recall basic factual information dealing with
science and technology
To define basic science concepts and give
relevant examples
To -seek further information on things seen in
the museum

How well did your students like the museum vii

VRry much Somewhat Not at all

How did they express this liking (or dislike) the visit?

Yes Somewhat Not at all

Did you like the visit?

Very much Somewhat Not at all

What evidence did you observe (if any) of a positive, negative or lack of change in your
students' attitudes toward science and technology as a result of the museum visit? (e.g
of positive change: increase in frequency of science-related questions, and class participa-
tion in science lessons, interest in science books from museum shop, library or bookstores,
interest in seeing or discussing science films or watching science shows on TV: negative
change: .decreases in this behavior, complints about science lessons, etc.)

The Museum is a dynamic Institution - exhibits change fairly often which of the exhibits
did you see which you would be sad to see leave. Which would you not care about? (Please
check)

Exhibit Title

Trains
Printing and Paper-Making
Weather Station
Lightning
Aviation
Heart
Physics
Hall of Illusions
Energy
Ships
Math
Beauty in the Universe
Collectors Gallery
(stamps and coins)

LIKE INDIFFERENT OR DISLIKE DIDN'T SEE



APPENDIX C

EXPERIMENTAL ORIENTATION MATERIALS
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MI
FRANKLIN INSTITUTE

HIGHLIOHTS

This guide will introduce you to some of the high-
lights of the Franklin Institute Science Museum.
The tour will take aboUt one hour. After visiti-Ant
these special exhibits, you will probably want to
return to explore the rest of the Museum at leisure.
Your route begins at the'main elevator. Take the
elevator to the third floor, from there you will
work your way down.

hi sttz ex-h uPe 27-1,0W

ta ears theuover
UO 1,-2r a th-/-8

THIRD FLOOR = Turning to your right as
brings you to:

MATH

-u leave the elevator

Geometry is approached through phzzles; try out a few. Follow the
path of a b411 rolling in the celestial funnel as it obeys the math-
ematical laws governing the motions of satellites and planets.

(2) BEAUTY IN THE UNIVERSE

Nature is full of patterns.. Order and repitition contrbute to beauty
in nature and provide the framework on wiliCh science is built. This
exhibit gives us an opportunity to look and reflect.

3) THE OBSERVATORY

Here you can look through the large telescope to see sunspots and as
conditions permit, you may see other daytime objects including
planets. Don't miss the photographs from outer space and set your
watch by the atomic clock.

SECOND FLOOR - Take the elevator or stairs down one flight.

(4) ENERGY EXHIBIT

In an amusement park atmosphere, you will observe many kinds of energy
exchanges as you follow the adventures of a billiard ball on its way
through our "giant pinball machine". Try your strength (with some
mechanical advantage) in moving a five hundred pound block lof concrete.

-92-
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Watch energy travel in the form of waves in the drip tank. A forty
foot lable at the end of the room provides explanations,

(5) FOUCAULT PENDULUM

When you leave the Energy Exhibit, go to the main*staircase and you
will see a long, massive pendulum swinging far below you. The pendu-
lum' is supported by a swivel bearing up in the roof. The actual
direction in which-a pendulum swings remains the same. The apparent
slow change in directfon that takes place in the course of the day is
caused by the rotation of the Earth.

FIRST FLOOR Walk down the pendulum staircase one flight, turn to your
left and proceed back along the corridor to

5) LIGHTNING AND RADIO

Per4odic demonstrations of high voltage electricity and "man-made
lightening" are given on a regular schedule.,_ The amatuer radio SLd-
tion is always open with a ham operator there to talk to,'

(7) AVIATION

Aircraft from the Wright Dr thers to a modern helicopter and jet are
here together with ,e-xhibits d signe'd to give an understanding of the
principles of flight. Noticebthe plans for the - Wright's first success-
ful airplane drawn on a piece of brown paper. The evolution of flight
is shOwn in models along the corridor which leads 'to the Aviation Hall.

GROUNr/ FLOOR - Go down the stairway in the Aviation area to:

TRAINS

The "Rocket" was built in 1838 and the great locomotive #60,000 about
ninety years later. The development of 5team railroading can be fol-
lowed through the exhibits in this room,t the times posted, you can
actually take a ride on Locomotive 60,000 as it moves along its origin-
al tracks

BEN'S SHOP

Be sure to J.isit Our bookstore and gift shop.

Other eXhibits that you will want to see if you have more time are Paper-
Making, The Heart, Weathdr, Air Quality Monitoring and Electronic Music,
Also, check ..the Planetarium schedule and :1-jet in for a show there if you
can. Volunteer instructors in gold coats and staff instructors in blue
are stationed throughout the building to help you make the most of your
visit Feel free to strike up a conversation with lny of them. They are
there to be informative.



Dear Parents:

For those of you who have -ought your children to
the Museum, this question sheet ?nay help make you.r visit
more interesting and exciting.

Children _can find the answers to the questions in the
exhibit halls listed onsthe question sheet. We are giving
you the answers,so that you can help them to find the correct
results. Of course, since the idea is tvrdiscover the
answers in the Museum, we hope you won't read them until
the children have visited the exhibits and searched for the
answers themselves. There'is some Additional informtaion,
which you can read to the children and some references for
pursuing subjects of special interest.

L

When you=r children have completed the question sheet,
ey can return to the Information Desk in Franklin Hall
bby and receive a Franklin Institute Certificate from
e person at the desk. 4

5 - 10

0

Please tear off and leave at Information Desk,

Did you enjoy using this gamesheet?

Did your child/children enjoy it?

Suggiestions:

YES NO

YES NO

1

_94
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COLLECTORS'
GALLERY

BEAUTY IN THE
UNIVPRS

ISM PHr-,1

SHIP"-)

PLANETARIUM
HALLWAY

mom
TRAIZ

I. As you enter the Collectors Gallery, there is a picture
of a stamp with an airplane on it. What is wrong 4ith the
airplane?

2. A pendulum is something that swings back and forth. In this:,

room are 2 pendulJais. One hangs on a chain and you have to
start it. The ,)ther one swings by itself. Where is it?

J. rind an exihiCit-that has bil nieces hn wood for YOU tO lift.
How many oifaces of wood are there?
H in t: count care foil yl

.1, In the rt_KP:r, there is a oia sap r the world. On this
What color are the oceans?

What color is most -of the land?
Ds yOu thist there is more water or land in -t-he world'?

Can you find Philadelphia on the man?

5. In the =geroy Room tnere is a ladder for little people to
4hen yoo climb the ladder, vou can look into some

mirror: and see yourself. How [Tony mirrors are there?

6. In Ehe Ship Room Are many models of wooden boats. These
L-)06cc have toll poles and lots of ropes. They are called
sailing ships. What pushed a sailing ship through t4
water?

7. on, the other side of the Ship Pnw ,-4.-re large models of Ocean
Tiners and avy ships. These ships'have propellors to push
them through the mter. Is the prooeller at the front or

, rear of 3 ship?

,
:=..),. On the wall near the Plan arium are some clocks showing

time around the world. Hov many clocks are thet'p?

There are IJ ---;team enginesmn the Train Room. One is called
the Rocket, another one is Number 5, and the bin one is
Number 60,000 Al] of them have wheels, headlights, and
c,mokestacks. Only 2 of the steam engines have cars for
carrying coal and water. Which one dDes not have a coal
and w-er car?

10. Number 60,000 steam engine has some GREAT BIG WHFELS, and
some NOT SO BIG WHEFLI,. How many GREAT BIG WHEELS does it
have?

_



ANSWERS

Answer: The airplane is upside down.

On rare occasions, the Post Office makes a mistake when
printing stamps. These mistakes are so rare that when
they do occur, the stamps become collectors' items. For
more information on. thisstamp, see the'Exhibit in the
rear of the Collectors' Gailery.

Reference: UNITED 'STATES STAMPS AND STORIES $2.00
Available at Post Offices.

AnsWer: On the clock.

Actually, the clock pendulum does not quite swing by itself.
It is given a little push at regular intervals by the clock
mechanism, just as a child on a swing must be given a little
push everytime the swing returns. Otherwise, friction would
cause the pendulum, or swing, to eventually stop. A pendulum
makes a good timekeeper because the time it takesto swing
back and forth never varies,

Reference: *WONDER BOOK OF TIME #5045

Answer: 8

Children usually believe that all wood floats. This is true
for most kinds of wood, which are lighter than water. By
lifting the various kinds of wood in this exhibit, you will
find that ebony and lignum vitae are heavier than water, and
would sink if placed in water.

Reference: Look up SPECIFIC GRAVITY in any encyclopedia.

Answer: Oceans are colored blue, land is colored green.

Being flat, this map does not give an accurate picture of the
world. In reality, water covers about three-fourths of the
-earth's surface. This fact ca'n be seen more readily on a

globe.

Answer:

This exhibit is the closest thing to infinity that you are
likely to see. You see an infinite _number of images of
yourSelf as the mirrors continuously reflect light back and
forth.

Reference: *WONDER BOOK OF LIGHT AND COLOR ii5040



Answer: Wind

Answer Rear

For centuries, marrdepended on ,the wind for moving ships
across the oceans. When the wind. stopped, so did the
shipS. The application of steam power for. moving ships,
beginwing. in 1787 with John Fitch's Steamboat, ended man's=
independence on wind and sails.

Reference: *WONDER BOOK OF SHIPS #5044

Answer: 12

The world is divided into 24 time zones. Only 12 clocks
are needed in our exhibit because each clock can be read
as A.M. or P.M.

Reference: *WONDER BOOK OF TIME 5045

Answer: The Rocket

Heat water to 212° F. and it turns to steam, expanding many
times in the process and generating tremedous pressure if
confined. That is the basic principle of the steam engine,
and even young children can begin to understand-this if they
have ever heard a whistling teakettle full of boiling water.

10. Answer: 10

The big wheels, in diameter are the driving' wheels.
They are connected to each other by steel beams called side
rods, which apply power equally to all',the driving wheels.

Reference: *WONDER BOOK OF TRAINS AND RAILROADS'45069

*NOTE: The Wonder Books are published by Grosset and Dunlap,
1107 Broadway, New York, N.Y., 10010 6Op each. Some of the
titles are available in BEN'S SHOP.



MUSEUM ADVENTURE TRAIL

!cie:i for II through (

We invite you to explore the exhibits and to answer the following questions.,
ALL ANSWERSCAN BE FOUND IN THE EXHIBIT AREA.

When you have finished, you can check your answers with the list at the infor-
mtion desk in Franklin Hall Lobby. If you have filled in all-the correct answers,
you will receive a discount coupon for Hen's Shop.

COLLECTORS'
cD GALLERY ; The electric light was invented in 1879 by

MATH 2. Lines which never meet are called lines.

BEAUTY IN THE
UNIVERSE

SPIRALS; BRANCHING, CIRCLES and are examples
of beauty- in the universe.

cp

PHYSICS

ENERGY

4.

5.

The Cartesian Diver floats because it is lighter than the
weight of water it

Almost 60 percent of all air pollution comes from
(check one) smoke stacks, cigarette smoke,

auto exhaust, jet planes. (Hint: Look on
the wall in the back of the ENERGY Exhibit)

UJ
ur)

SHIP ROOM 6. Who owned the racing shell on display in the Ship Room?
_B'en Franklin, Captain Noah, Admiral Dewey,.
John B. Kelly.

FRANKLIN HALL 7. Benjamin Franklin was born in 1706 in the city of

BICYCLES

In the year Franklin was elected to a Committee
to draft-the Declaration of Independence.

The wheel of the STAR ROADSTER bicycle is inches higfl

AVIATION 10. The first powered flight by the Wright Brothers lasted onl
seconds.

TRAIN ROOM

The 4 forces that are present on an airplane in flight are:
LIFT, THRUST, GRAVITY, AND

12. Locomotive No. 60,000 could carry tons of coal.

ELECTRO- 13. Science began with man's curiosity about the
ICMAGNETIC

SPECTRUM

PAPERMAKING 14. In the United States, each person uses ounds
paper per year. (Average figures for 199 1.L6

PRINTING 15. In one square inch of a newspaper photo, there are about
dots.



APPENDIX D

TEXT OF COGNITIVE __ECTIVE TEST



"Franklil Insttpute Museum Test"

it yaux visit to the museum to&

A C.

(4) 6)
(7) (8).

This is a push-button teat of our museum exhibits 4pd
your opinions.
(Pushr77' for-next slide)

WhiChof. these statements about The Franklin Institute do you
`VgFee with most?

(4) A. There's SoMething of interest for everyone.
(5) a, It's only for people who like science.
(6)' C. You have to know a lot about science to enjoy
(7) D. )It's only for children.

_

(5) What does The Franklin Institute'Mtseum remind of most?,

(4) A. School
(5) B.' Circus
(6) C. Library
(7) D. Paldce
18) E. Theatr



WHAT IS THIS?

THIS IS A ...?

10. WHAT DOES THIS

,12. THESE MAKE

INSTITUTE MUSE U QUIZ

(Coriect answers are

A. ThIrmoMeter

B. Pressure Gauge(

C. COpEass

D.' Speedometer

A. Generator

B. Switchboard

C. Computer

D. Synthesizer

A. Flay_ es

B. Punch Cards

C. Write Letters

D. Add and subtract

14 WHAT DOES THIS

eS)

WHAT DOES THIS SHOW?

WHAT DOES THIS DO?

A. Forestry

B. Solar Energy

C. Paper -wing

D. Printing

A. Hold Type

B. Mash Wood

C. Filter Pulg

D. Catch Lint

0

11. TO CHANGE THE NOTE, YOU CHANGE THE..

13. WHAT IS THIS FOR?

'0--
A444ANO ATM*
4 iheAimi 114`,1

0041411P. IS w.7) 1

A. Speed k

B, Voltage

C. Duration

D. Pressure

A. Measuring Spin

B. Testing pressure

C. Squaring

D. Counting

OW? 15 . WHAT COMES OUT OF THE TUBE?

A. Weights A. Low & High Sounds

B. Volumes B. Steam & Water yap

P ,11.1,#.11V.0 r Dincitivo



16, SPIN, YOU

18 THE HANDLE'S PATH IS

20 . WHAT

A.

C.

D.

HOLDS THE BALL

A.

B.

C.

22 . HOW

e up

Go faster

Fall outward

Fall inward

TOGETHER?

Gear locks
0

Electricity

Air pressure

etismD.

17.- .-,THIS IS USED IN A ...?

1'

Fire engine

Light house

C. olmotiie'

D. .station

19 . THE S AFE OF THE 'S

A-

B-

C.

D.

21 - WHAT

IR RS ARE NEEDED TO MAKE THIS? 23

A. 6

B.

C. 2

D.

24 . WHAT DOES THIS MEASURE?

A. Voltage

B. A

C. Kilowatts

D. Pressure

KES TI PENDULUM SWING?

Sound waves

B. Air pressure

C. Electricity

D. Magnetic force

FROM WHERE DO THESE PLANTS T ENERGY?-

A. S

B. Air

C. Leaves

25 . WHAT IS THIS?

D. Rain

A. Thermometer

B. Pressure Gauge

C. Compass

D. Slide rule



26. R HAT IS THIS USED?

A. Undersea ExplOria9

B. Warfare

C. Life-Saving

D. Speed Racing

28 . --SelHAT. DOES THIS SHOW?

A. Sound Speed

B. Wave Shape

C. Harmony

D. Melody

WHAT PASSES THROUGH HERE?

A. Food

B. Water

C. Blood

Air

32 . WHATS THIS GO?

A. Electricity

B. Vacuum Pressure

c. Steam

D. Sails

34. .WEAT SHAPE DOES THIS MAKE?

A.

B.

C.

27 HAT IS THIS?

2g WHAT

Sinker

B. Mine.

C. Gurlie

U. Buoy

ES THIS SHOW?

31 THIS IS A ..

A, Speed of Light

B. . Earth's Rotation

C. Perpetual Motion

D. Speed of Sound

A.' Undersea Lab

B. Space Station

C. Future House

D. Boiler RoOM

AS YOU MOVE YOUR HAND OVER, THE SOUND:..

A. Gets Louder & Softer

B. Gets Higher & Lower

C. Stops

D. Goes Up

35. WHAT DOES THIS MAKE?

A. Paper

B. Cloth

Power

D. Coins



36. W AT,'. THIS PROVE?

A. a
2 2/b = c2

2
a
2
4-b

C. a +b 1

D. (a) -2 (D) 2 = C2

T MAKES THE ROD GO UP?

A. Steam

B. Air Pressure

C. Electricity

D. Magnetism

40. WHICH SWINGS FASTEST?

A. A

B. B

C. C

42-

D.

WHAT KIND OF ENERGY DO THESE HAVE?

A. Kinetic

B. Stored

C. Solar

D. Electric

44 -' D LIGHT + GREEN LIGHT = ?

A. Yellow

B. Blue

White

Brown

C.

37. WHAT HOLDS THE BALLS UP?

A. St

B. Air Pressure

C. Magnetism

D. Gravity

39. WHAT EXPLAINS THE WAY THE BAR TILTS?

A. Unlike Poles Attu

B. Like Poles Repel

C. Unlike Poles Repel

D. Like Poles Attract

4 WHAT DOES THIS SHOW

43. WHAT

A. Water Conservation

B. Air Pressure

C. .Elliptical Paths

D.. Wave Motion.

PUTS 'ENERGY INTO THIS SYSTEM?

A. You Do

Air 'in the Tube

The Marble

,Height of Tube



(45) Did you see Ships?

A. Yes
B. No

146),,, Did you

A. ies
B. No

e Papermaking?

(47) Did you see ElectElectronic Music?

A. -Yes
B. No

(48) Did you see Math?

A. Yes
B. No

(49) Did you see Physics?

A. Yes
B. No

(50) pid you

A. Yes
B.

see Ener

(51) Did yi see the Heart?

A. Yes
B. No

(52) And now for your opinions (Push 1!? for next slide).



(53 How many time have you been to The Franklin Institute?

Imes
More than 5 times

(54) How old ere you?

(4) A. 7 - 14 years old
(5) B. 15 24
(6) C. 25 - 34
(7) D. 35 49
(8) E. 50+

(55) How far- have y9u gone in school?

(4) A. 3 - 6 grade
(5) B. 7 9 grade
.(6) C. High School
(7) D. College
(8) E. Graduate school

(56) Did you major in science or do you plan to?

(4) A. Yes
(5) B. No
(6) C. Not sure

(57) Are you a scientist or do you plan to be one?

(4) A. Yes
(5) B. No
(6) C. Not sure

(58) How interested in science are you in comparison to other subjects?

(4) A. Very interested
(5) B. Somewhat interested
(6) C. Not interested

(59) Which of these statements do you agree with most?

-(4) A. Science education is a "must" the days.
(5) B. It's always interesting to learn science.
(6) C. Science is not as important as other subjects.
t7) D. Science is boring.

(60) Which do you agree with?

(4) A. I would-enjoy trying to solve scientific ohlamg



(61) Which do.you agree with?

(4) A. Science is so hard only tri,ined scientists can understand it
-15) B. Most people can understand the work of science

(62) Which do you agree with?

(6:)

(4) A. People need to understand science because it has such a big
effect on their li-- s

(5) B. Science is m4nly seful to scientists, not to most people

"Science m&kes life healthier, easier and re comfortable."

(4) A. Agree
(5) B. Sort of agra-e

(6) C. Sort of disagree
(7) D. Disagree

(64) '"Science makes our way of life

(4)- ,A.,= Agree

(5) B. Sort of agree
(6) C. Sort of disagree
(7) D. Disagree

ge too a6t.

(65) "Scientists dig into things they ough

(4) A. Agree
(5) B. Sort of agre
(6) C. *Sort of disag
(7) D. Disagree

leave alone."

(66) "Scientists work to make life better for us."

(4) A. Agree
(5) B. Sort of agree
(6) C.' Sort of disagree
(7) D. Disagree

(67) "Science destroys people's ideas of right and wrong.

(4) A. Agree
(5) B. Sort of agree
(6) C. Sort of disagree
(7) D. Disagree

(68) "Science has done more good than bad for mankind."

(4) A. Agree
(5) B. Sort
(6) C. Sort

of agree
of disacree



(69) "Science is the cause of 's ppiness."

(4) A. Agree
B. Sort of agree
C. Sort of,d'sagree
D. Disagree(7)

(70) "A return to a simpler life would make peoplethappier."

(4) A. Agre
(5) B. Sort of agree
(6) C. Sort of disagree
(7) D. Disagree

(71) "In the long run, our lives will be improved by science.'"

(4) A. Agree
(5) B. Sort of agree
(6) C. 'Sort of disagree,
(7). D. Disagree

(72) How do you feel about science and technology?

(4) A. Air d
(5) B. Hopeful
(6) C. Excited
(7) D. Bored
(8) B. Confused

(73) How much has science influenced your life;?

17-*
(4) A. Not much
(5) B. A bit
(6) C. Pretty much
(7) D. Very much

(74) Uo you think science will improve human intelligence and
other traits?

(4) A.

(5) B.

(6) C.

(7) D.

No
Not likely
Probably
Yes

(75) How much does our country's future depend on scientific research?

(4) A. Not much
(5) B. A bit
(6) C. Pretty much
(7) D. Very much



INSTRUCTIONS TO VOLUNTEERS.FOR

ADMINIST!RINELLUITESTIONIMIRE



'VISITOR QUESTIONNAIRE

Instructions for Volunteers

We are trying to give quehtionnaires to a random'savle of museum
V' itors. This means that we can't accept replies from people wh would
be kind enough to volunteer to fit/ out our-forms. ,We have to have a
procedure for approaching people,at random, as they enter the museum.
If we approached only people who "look friendly" we might find out-that
most people who crime to the museum are middle-aged adults! The purp6se
of the instrucpiRhs which foilow is to set up a way of getting a random
sample. This shObld trn out to give us a good mix of age, sex, background,
etc. If a grouP of people discuSseh the answers with the group member who
has received the questionnaire,rthat's O.K.; but please don't collect forms
from more than one person in the group. If someone really wants to fill
out a form, please keep this and other such forms in a separate pile marked
"unsolicited" so we'can tell that these are not part of the sample.

SAMPLING PR] OURS

Pick a fixed spot near the entrance. This is your spotting point. Wflen

you are ready to begin, ask the first person you see coming past this point
to fill out a questionnaire. Approach anyone who appears to be over the age
of 10 (anyone who can read and write). Try to get only one person from any
=family or group that comes in. When this persoh has finished and-the ques-
tionnaire is dropped in the box provided for completed forms, ask the next
person isee coming past your'spotting point. Alternatively, if you find',
that there is room at the table for more than one person to stop and fill_
out a form, then approach another person passing your-spotting point as soon-
as the first person has begun answpring'the questions. This may be particu-
laray helpful on Sunday when the day is short, many visitors attend, and

,4
many questionnaires are called for.

What-to say when approaching people, ;I leave to your discretion - any
phrase with which you're comfortable which politely requests that the person
fill in a questionnaire to help us understand'how people like to use the museum.,

DISTRIBUTION

Please clip forms from each time period together and no e the date and
time period at the top of the top form in each pile:

10:00 - 11:00 10 questionnaires
11:00 12:00 10
12:00 - 1:00 10
1:00 - 2:00 10
2:00 - 3:00 10

50 questionnaires total

Stop giving out questionnaires when. you have gotten back the total for that
time °priori_ If it turmIQ nut to FAI4CP ln;lelor thAn FF time iuct
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